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Key findings 
and insights

Transforming the transportation sector to 
put it on a Net Zero pathway will require a 
combination of technological innovation, 
government and corporate decision-making, 
and adapted customer behavior to all come 
together over the course of the next decade. 
Policy efforts across every transportation 
application will need to be rapidly developed 
and extended. Expanding international 
cooperation will be crucial in meeting the target 
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
transportation, a sector responsible for almost 
24 percent of direct carbon dioxide emissions 
from fuel combustion. With battery-powered 
electric transportation having grown over the 
last five years, the political momentum for 
hydrogen fuel cell transportation has gathered 
strength over the last two years. This WIPO 
Patent Landscape Report provides early 
observations on patenting activity in the field 
of hydrogen fuel cells in transportation. These 
observations are combined with online news, 
press releases and corporate financial reporting 
to obtain deeper insights into the future 
of transportation.

A third wave of patent filing is 
gaining momentum

There has been a strong increase in patent 
filings since 2016, both in fuel cells in general 
and their application in transportation in 
particular. A first wave of patent filings occurred 
in the mid-1980s, followed by a second around 
2005, with a third wave starting around 2016. 
The patent search identified 52,433 patent 
filings in the field of fuel cells that describe 
transportation applications, accounting for 
one-quarter of patent filings related to fuel 
cells in general. In all, 61 percent (32,018 
patent families) of these included at least one 
granted patent. Half of this patent dataset 
(26,449 patent families and utility models) were 

considered active at the time of the analysis 
in March 2022. A high number of fuel cell 
patents describe a specific use in transportation 
and this number is growing appreciably, thus 
highlighting the increasing importance of this 
particular market sector. (See the InfoBox below 
for information concerning the use of the terms 
“patent filings,” “patent families” and “dataset” 
in this report.) 

Patent filing activity is concentrated 
in just five jurisdictions which are 
also the biggest inventor locations

Inventions related to fuel cells in transportation 
were filed for patent protection across 88 
patent offices, with active patents present 
in 80 jurisdictions. While this suggests a 
wide spread of activity globally, a strong 
concentration of patents was located in just 
five jurisdictions. We found that 96 percent of 
the patent families identified included at least 
one patent application filed either in Japan, 
the United States of America (U.S.), China, the 
Republic of Korea, Germany, or at the European 
Patent Office (EP filings) or the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO) (administering 
the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and 
representing PCT filings). This suggests that 
the biggest production sites are striving to 
establish themselves in the five main industry 
regions, with markets starting locally before 
then spreading worldwide. The wide spread of 
activity also seems to signal a relatively easy 
access to the technology in general.

In total, 62 percent of the patent families 
identified filed for patent protection at only 
one patent office, with Japan and China 
each accounting for one-fifth of the patent 
applications filed in a single jurisdiction. By 
comparison, in the field of electric vehicles 
in general, national filings at a single office 
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accounted for an even larger proportion (69 
percent) of the total, whereas in the field of 
cancer research it was lower at 47 percent.  

While patent filings stem from inventors 
based in 85 jurisdictions, the same five 
jurisdictions where the majority of filing activity 
is concentrated were also the five biggest 
origins for inventors, namely China, Japan, the 
U.S., the Republic of Korea and Germany, 
accounting for 89 percent of all patents in 
the field.

Big players within the business have 
made a significant contribution to 
the patent landscape

The top 30 players in fuel cells in transport 
accounted for 40 percent of the patent 
dataset (21,152 of 52,433 patent families). 
This rather high concentration is similar to the 
what was observed in electric vehicles (top 
30 players accounting for 43 percent of the 
dataset), and indicates the level of investment 
by market players in the field. Indeed, several 
of these players, namely, Toyota, Hyundai, VW 
Group, GM, Daimler, Bosch, Honda and Nissan, 
are active in nearly every transportation field. 
Moreover, it would seem their involvement 
encompasses not only specific end-products, 
but also the manufacturing of core elements. 

New players are emerging in the 
patent landscape due to high 
financial investments

However, new players are already competing 
with the top-ranked players of recent years, and 
this may bring change to the list of top players 
in the future. In contrast to what is the situation 
in the field of electric vehicles, among the top 
ranking companies according to patent filing 
rate there are a number that are either not yet 
established market players – several of which 
are based in China – or smaller companies, 
especially in niche applications such as special 
vehicles. Patent filings and active patent 
portfolios are, however, dominated by the 
larger car companies in particular. Other top 
players across transportation applications 
other than road include companies active in 
aviation, shipbuilding and special vehicles, while 
automotive and battery suppliers also feature 
among the top applicants. 

The patent landscape indicates 
a growing interest in automated 
production, while fuel cell recycling 
is also covered

Confirming an overall picture of a highly mature 
technology, alongside a high share of patents in 
direct transportation applications, we also see 
a growth in patents for automated production. 
Mass production has been addressed more 
frequently only recently, with a specific focus 
by players from China. At the same time, 
recycling is also starting to grow, even though 
patent filings are still low in number. In both 
areas, developments in patenting activity clearly 
indicate that, technology-wise, the level of 
readiness seems to be rather high.

The research community is playing 
a vital role in patenting aimed 
at overcoming technological 
challenges

There is only one university and research 
institution (the Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
among the top 30 patent applicants. However, 
patent filings from university and research 
institutions have grown in the last few years. 
Chinese universities have been remarkably 
active in the field, while there has also been 
related activity by universities in the U.S., the 
Republic of Korea, Japan and Europe. Besides 
patenting activity, some universities and 
research institutions exhibit a remarkably high 
level of collaborative activity, working together 
with industry, but also with other academic 
partners such as the French Alternative Energies 
and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). 

Fuel cells have achieved a high 
degree of technological maturity, 
with polymer electrolyte membrane 
fuels leading in patent filings

Fuel cells are a well-known technology with 
a high degree of maturity. There are several 
types of fuel cells, with polymer electrolyte (or 
proton exchange) membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) 
leading in the patent dataset and appearing to 
be the most promising.
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Key findings and insights

China is currently the top origin of 
patent filings related to hydrogen 
fuel cell in transportation

Patent filings in China have been incredibly 
strong in the last two to three years, either 
as the office of filing for local inventors or the 
office of subsequent patent filing for inventions 
originating from Japan, the U.S., the Republic 
of Korea and Germany. While China-based 
inventors account for a great portion of the data 
set, few Chinese companies feature among 
the top ranks in terms of overall active portfolio 
strength. Looking at the top corporate players 
in patent filing, they come from Japan, the 
Republic of Korea, Germany and the U.S. This 
may change quickly, if Chinese companies 
continue to patent at a rate identical to or higher 
than what has seen in the last few years. 

Filings related to the road sector 
in transportation is the biggest 
category in the patent data, with 
other categories, particularly aviation 
and shipping, emerging

The dominant application for fuel cells and 
hydrogen in transportation is in road vehicles, 
including cars and trucks. Patent filings related 
to shipping, aviation, rail and special vehicles 
(i.e., commercial vehicles, including fork-lifts, 
airport tugs, tractors and dredgers, and various 
construction vehicles) only account for a 
small portion of the fuel cells in transportation 
dataset in comparison. Special vehicles are 
more or less the first type of fuel cell (FC) 
vehicle to enter a niche market (Energy.gov, 
2018), while passenger cars may still be years 
away from making a large market entrance (see 
Figure 49, Roadmap).

An increased focus on battery-
powered electric vehicles, with 
a possible niche in heavy-duty 
vehicles and bus applications in 
transport, extending a vehicle’s 
range by additionally using fuel cells

Patent data indicates activity in hydrogen 
fuel cell vehicle technologies is strong, with 
corporations pouring huge investments into 
decarbonizing the sector. Because battery-
powered electric vehicles appear to have a 
high degree of energy efficiency, as shown by 
studies in the last two years (e.g., Plötz, 2022), 

companies are focusing on penetrating the 
market with battery-powered electric vehicles 
to meet climate targets faster. Still, corporate 
statements and patent data provide evidence 
that heavy-duty vehicles is a potential market 
for hydrogen fuel cells, due to the required 
payload of these vehicles making the higher 
energy density of hydrogen a crucial factor 
and more advantageous in this respect than 
battery-powered electric vehicle solutions. This 
is highlighted by the examples shown in the 
section covering fuel cell application: personal 
and commercial road vehicles,, which are only a 
few of the numerous patents claiming fuel cells 
to be suitable for use in commercial vehicles to 
extend a vehicle’s range.

Hydrogen fuel cells are expected 
to be a viable solution to aviation 
meeting climate targets

Hydrogen is the energy vector expected to 
play a key role in transforming aviation into a 
zero-carbon industry sector over the next two 
decades. Airbus, for instance, stated in a press 
release made in 2022 that hydrogen fuel cells 
is one of the most promising technologies on 
offer (Airbus, 2022). Airbus is the major aircraft 
manufacturer within the fuel cells for aviation 
field, with increasing patent filing activity since 
2019, after a period of reduced activity in the 
preceding years. This same pattern can also be 
observed for other players, such as Raytheon.

Policies and corporate pledges to 
decarbonize supply chains and 
logistics are increasing patenting 
activity in shipping

Since companies are responsible for CO2 
emissions within their supply and logistics 
chains, they have pledged zero-carbon shipping 
by 2040 (see, for example, BBC, 2021) in order 
to push the heavily polluting shipping industry 
to decarbonize faster. With about 90 percent 
of the world’s trade moving by sea, shipping 
transportation accounts for 3 percent of all 
global emissions. The patent field for shipping 
applications for fuel cells is comparable in size 
to the one for aviation and similarly slow in 
growth. Considering the long average service 
lifetime of ships, and the recent introduction 
of LNG (liquid natural gas) technology to fuel 
ships, this field is expected to continue have 
restrained growth, unlike, for example, fuel cells 

http://Energy.gov
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for special vehicles. However, it is worth noting 
that shipping companies such as Daewoo 
patent actively in the field of fuel cells for 
special vehicles, specifically in relation to their 
application within the harbor environment (e.g., 
up-/unloading, cranes, and so).

Hydrogen fuel cell trains as an 
alternative to diesel hybrid for 
decarbonizing rail networks

Hydrogen trains have several advantages over 
battery powered electric trains, in particular, 
they can refuel faster and travel further than 
their electric alternatives. It therefore comes 
as no surprise that Germany, Japan and the 
United Kingdom (U.K.) see hydrogen trains 
as central to their plans to decarbonize their 
national rail networks. They have already begun 
their deployment, with the first hydrogen train 
(by Alstrom) introduced on German railways in 
2018 in partnership with Siemens Mobility, and 
the East Japan Railway planning to start testing 
hydrogen trains in Japan during March 2022. 

The diffusion of hydrogen fuel 
cell technologies depends 
upon systemic drivers such as 
infrastructure, the availability of 
renewable energy and advances in 
battery technology

Although hydrogen can be produced from 
any number of energy sources, in an era of 
decarbonization, it is low carbon (“green”) 
hydrogen that is needed to fuel transportation. 
Consequently, the availability of renewable 
energy is expected to play a critical role in 
hydrogen production, with several challenges 
lying ahead in meeting demand across the 
whole value chain (IRENA, 2022). Moreover, the 
infrastructure for the transportation and storing 
of hydrogen energy, as well as the fueling of 
cars, airplanes or ships, needs to be expanded 
and enhanced over the next number of years in 
order to ensure the diffusion of hydrogen fuel 
cell transportation applications into the market. 

Technological progress in alternative 
electrification technologies, like for example 
future solid-state batteries, could lead to a 
doubling of driving range and a reduction in 
the gap separating these technologies from 
hydrogen fuel cells, which have the advantage 
of a high energy density through a higher 
capacity (IEEE Spectrum, 2021; EPO and IEA, 

2020). When we compare the development in 
patenting activity in the field of fuel cells to that 
of solid-state batteries, we can see that the 
patent dataset of fuel cells is much bigger. But 
an increase in patents for solid-state batteries 
is about to gather pace, even though this has 
only become apparent in the last two years. 
This goes to indicate that, while technology-
wise fuel cells have a high readiness level, 
the next generation of batteries to power the 
electrification of road transportation is already 
appearing over the horizon.
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Introduction

Transport is essential to economic growth. However, in a carbon-based world, moving people and 
goods from place to place exacts a steep price in terms of pollution of the environment (Pradhan, 
2019; World Bank, 2021).

Consider Europe alone. Transport-related greenhouse gas emissions within the European Union 
have increased steadily over the past 10 years, a trend that diverges significantly from other sectors 
during period. Preliminary estimates by the European Environment Agency (EEA) for 2020 indicate 
a substantial drop in transport emissions, because of decreased activity during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Nevertheless, transportation is still likely to have been responsible for almost one-quarter 
(24 percent) of direct carbon dioxide (CO2) emission from fuel combustion. Road transport – vehicles, 
trucks, buses and two-wheelers – accounts for nearly three-quarters of transport CO2 emission, and, 
according to the EEA, emissions from aviation and shipping continue to rise (EEA, 2021). 

Figure 1. Transport sector CO2 emissions by mode within the Sustainable Development Scenario 
(SDS), 2000–2030 
To achieve Net Zero goals, emissions by the road transportation sector - mainly passenger vehicles - will 
have to fall significantly. 

Source: IEA (2021a).
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Global momentum to achieve Net Zero greenhouse gas emissions is building more quickly than 
expected. Getting to that point will require unprecedented levels of technological innovation. A 
fast-rising number of companies and governments are committing to ambitious Net Zero goals and 
expect the necessary technologies and solutions to be available when needed.

Annual global emission of CO2 equivalents now amounts to about 59 giga tonnes (UNEP, 2020). 
Reaching climate change goals may require a combination of existing and new technologies, 
novel business models, and markets. Some estimates, such as the P4 pathway laid down by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), show that today’s technologies have the potential 
to reduce global emissions by around two-thirds. A report by the International Energy Agency (IEA) 
estimates that most of the global reduction in CO2 emissions through to 2030 is likely to be achieved 
through readily available technologies; while by 2050, almost half of the reduction will have been 
brought about by technologies currently at the demonstration or prototype phase (IEA, 2021c).

Electrifying the transportation system involves using a source of energy other than fossil fuels, 
including renewable sources, and offers numerous benefits (World Economic Forum, 2018). Besides 
battery-powered electric transportation, political momentum for hydrogen use continued to gather 
strength in 2020 and 2021. This is fundamental to the advancement of hydrogen technologies 
and markets.

In 2020, 10 governments adopted a hydrogen strategy: Canada (Natural Resources Canada, 2020), 
Chile (Ministerio de Energía, 2020), France (Ministère de la Transition écologique, 2020), Germany 
(Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), 2020), Netherlands (Governments of the 
Netherlands, 2020), Norway (Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2020), Portugal (Direção-
Geral de Energia e Geologia, 2020), the Russian Federation (Ministry of Energy, 2020), Spain 
(Miteco, 2020) and the European Union (European Commission, 2020). In 2021, four more countries 
adopted a hydrogen strategy: the Czech Republic (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2021), Colombia 
(Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2021), Hungary (Magyarország Kormánya, 2021) and the United 
Kingdom (U.K.) (Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2021). In addition, 
Poland and Italy have released hydrogen strategies for public consultation and more than 20 other 
countries have announced they are actively developing such a strategy of their own. 

Europe is striving to become “the first climate-neutral continent” by 2050, aiming to have reduced 
net greenhouse gas emissions to 55 percent of what they were in 1990 by 2030 and become the 
world’s leader in hydrogen technologies in the process (European Commission, 2021). To that end, 
it will focus on ramping up electrolyzer capacities in the coming years. The European Commission’s 
hydrogen strategy aims to have created a multi-billion euro market by 2050, supporting up to 
1 million jobs and helping achieve ambitious greenhouse gas reduction targets in sectors otherwise 
difficult to decarbonize.

The Republic of Korea, the U.S. and Japan have focused efforts on deploying passenger cars (IEA/
AFC, 2021). They hold 90 percent of the inventory in this segment. However, this includes only a 
very small number of buses and commercial vehicles. Consequently, the U.S. Department of Energy 
recently announced new funding of around USD 160 million for fuel cell truck technologies and 
charging infrastructure (CSIS, 2021). 

Meanwhile, China has adopted policies for fuel cell bus and commercial vehicle uptake, and now 
dominates global stocks in these segments. This trend is likely to continue, as the fuel cell vehicle 
subsidy policy adopted in 2020 aims to enhance the manufacturing capacities of China’s fuel 
cell electric vehicle (FCEV) industry, with a focus on using fuel cells in medium- and heavy-duty 
commercial vehicles (S&P Global, 2020). China has initiated a four-year program in support of local 
governments researching hydrogen technology and developing an industry chain, intending a mass 
application of hydrogen within the transport sector by 2030 (Nikkei Asia, 2021).

The Republic of Korea’s Hydrogen Economy Roadmap plans to have created a comprehensive 
hydrogen ecosystem in the country by 2040, while its New Deal (announced in 2020) sets the 2040 
FCEV target at nearly 3 million, comprising 2.9 million domestically-manufactured FCEVs, 30,000 
fuel cell trucks and 40,000 fuel cell buses (Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2020). 

Patent Landscape Report – Hydrogen Fuel Cells in Transportation
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Introduction

Japan sees the adoption of hydrogen as a major way to both decarbonize its economy and maintain 
industrial competitiveness (New Zealand Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2020). In 2017, Japan issued 
its Basic Hydrogen Strategy, becoming the first country in the world to adopt a national hydrogen 
framework. Hydrogen is among the 14 sectors identified under the Green Growth Strategy through 
Achieving Carbon Neutrality in 2050 that will be key to Japan’s meeting its dual objective (Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry, 2020). In June 2021, Japan updated its hydrogen strategy by 
introducing specific action plans to priority sectors, for example, mobility. Mobility targets included 
200,000 FCEVs by 2025 and 800,000 by 2030, as well as 320 fueling stations by 2025 and 900 
by 2030.

Adopting green hydrogen as a clean fuel is expected to stimulate new markets and new value 
chains, requiring regulatory frameworks to be adapted and certification schemes and standards 
defined in order to reduce barriers for interested stakeholders.

Motivation and methodology of the report

The topic selected for the present WIPO Patent Landscape Report reflects current expectation that 
the field of transportation will be transformed in the drive for Net Zero carbon emissions, and an 
understanding by the different stakeholders involved of the need to adapt their business, corporate 
and intellectual property (IP) strategies accordingly. The report’s aim is to shed light on the current 
technology climate, its changing dynamics and the applications that hydrogen fuel cell technologies 
are expected to have in transport, and the impact this is likely to make in the coming years. At the 
same time, the report explores whether, because they form distinct markets, different transportation 
areas will have different implementation horizons.

The patent analysis was prepared using Lexis Nexis PatentSight covering patent documents filed or 
published from 1900 up until March 28, 2022. The patent search methodology incorporated several 
iterations of search queries related to hydrogen technologies, hydrogen technologies in transport, 
fuel cell technologies in transport, and searches related to specific transport areas, including road, 
truck, aviation, rail, shipping and special vehicles (for more detail on search queries, see “Patent 
searches” in the Annex). Search results were then normalized and cleaned to produce a final 
patent data set. Different technology fields based on predefined expert searches by EconSight 
complemented the search strategy. 

Besides patent data, foresight principles were applied in the preparation of the report. Online news, 
press releases and quarterly financial reporting (for example earnings calls from corporations and 
organizations) for the period from 2018 to March 28, 2022, were taken from the foresight intelligence 
database by intuitive.AI. The foresight methodology (see, for example, Hines, 2006; Passing, 
2017) included several iterations of search queries related to hydrogen fuel cell technologies in 
transportation and searches related to specific transportation areas, including road, truck, aviation, 
rail, shipping and special vehicles. The search results were then analyzed based on future-oriented 
statements from corporations and their CEOs, organizations and governments in order to derive an 
outlook and roadmap for hydrogen technologies in transport. An artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm 
and the proprietary technology of intuitive.AI has been employed to identify relevant future-oriented 
statements and to create a roadmap. Foresight indicators were applied and measured. They 
included publicly available future-oriented statements, the maturity of the technology, commercial 
viability, need for action and future drivers.

By combining patent data with relevant insights from the above-mentioned non-patent data, this 
Patent Landscape Report aims to provide a better understanding, in support of informed decision-
making, of why and how technological advancements develop. In so doing, the report integrates 
societal, economic, environmental and political insights with the technological perspective of patent 
data. 

http://intuitive.AI
http://intuitive.AI
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The report first describes the use of hydrogen fuel cell technologies in transport. It then focuses 
on fuel cells, their history, types and application across different transportation areas. It analyzes 
the origins of inventions in the respective transport application sectors based on the inventor 
location, studying the evolution in patent filing activity over time by focusing on the last 20, and more 
specifically on the last five years, and measuring the filing activity of leading players in the field. The 
report also analyzes the filing activity and overall active patent portfolios of the main players and 
the protected markets. Finally, the report undertakes a deep analysis matching news and company 
statements (and the scientific literature referenced therein) with patent facts and examples in the 
specific application sectors, highlighting the benefit of combining many pieces of information into 
a comprehensible collection of data. These metrics allow for a clearer understanding of the current 
situation and inform a concluding discussion of the roadmap to the future.

InfoBox: What we do, what we count, how we count and why

In what follows, we analyze the patent landscape of hydrogen in transport from a multitude of 
perspectives. There are several general assumptions and methodologies that remain constant 
over the course of the analysis. Without specific mention in the text, we have applied the following 
general definitions and measures:

• Simple patent families are counted as a proxy for individual inventions. Most analysis refers to 
numbers of patent families (through a representative patent family member). The term “patent 
filings” is used interchangeably in the report with the terms “patent documents” and “patent 
families.” There is only one exception, namely visualizations relating to filings by patent office, 
referring to the individual patent applications (still counting each jurisdiction included among 
the patent family members once).

• Patent filings generally include both patents and utility models, without assessing their legal 
status. 

• The first filing by a member of a patent family counts as the filing year. Each patent family is 
counted only once for the first filing in historic development analysis.

• Active patent portfolios: for this type of analysis, only patents and active patents (as in the 
INPADOC legal status definition) are counted. They are different from patent filings, since active 
patents are time-specific (active in a certain year) but highly relevant, especially when analyzing 
a company’s patent strength. Here the term “active patents” is used interchangeably with the 
terms “active patent documents” and “active patent families.” 

• The origin of the inventor (inventor’s location or residence) is used as a proxy for the source 
of innovations. For patent documents with multiple inventors, we count the different locations 
listed and count the location for multiple inventors of the same origin once. 

Patent Landscape Report – Hydrogen Fuel Cells in Transportation
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General field overview, history, and global patent development of fuel cells

Hydrogen fuel cell technologies in transport: why hydrogen, and why fuel cells?

A fuel cell is a device that uses hydrogen (or hydrogen-rich fuel) and oxygen to create 
electricity. Fuel cells are more energy efficient than combustion engines and the 
hydrogen used to power them can come from a variety of sources. If pure hydrogen 
is used as a fuel, fuel cells emit only heat and water, eliminating concerns about air 
pollutants or greenhouse gases. 

Fuel cell technology is the only technology available for directly converting the chemical energy 
bound in hydrogen into electrical energy without producing greenhouse gases at the on-board 
conversion site. Therefore the primary focus for hydrogen in transportation is on the on-board 
generation of electrical energy, leading to the development of fuel cells for this purpose. The 
infrastructure, generation, quality, transport and availability of hydrogen are all highly relevant to the 
whole field, but outside the scope of the present study.

Fuel cells convert the energy stored in hydrogen to produce electrical power which can be used to 
drive electric motors such as those in cars. Hydrogen can be generated from renewable sources 
such as wind or solar energy by the electrolysis of water or by the steam reforming of organic, 
hydrogen-carrying molecules (for the production of so-called “green” or “blue” hydrogen, with 
several related issues, including high production costs, see IRENA, 2022). Hydrogen has a high 
chemical energy density by weight (the energy (megajoules) per kilogram is very high at 120 MJ/
kg) comparable to, or even higher than, common liquid fuels like gasoline (46 MJ/kg) or methanol 
(22 MJ/kg), but crucially does not produce greenhouse gases when liberating electrical energy. This 
makes hydrogen an appealing candidate fuel of the future. 

However, fuel cells can also run on alternative fuels, such as methanol, liquid ammonia or even 
natural gases, either directly or indirectly, when a reforming unit is attached to the fuel cell. 
Moreover, although gases such as hydrogen (or natural gas) possess very high energy by weight, 
they also have low energy by volume. Moreover, gases must be compressed into a liquid or 
absorbed into a solid (e.g., metal hydride) in order to be easily manageable, and increase weight by 
the addition of a necessary absorbing material. Another alternative is batteries. However, they are 
heavy and bulky in comparison and presently unable to deliver or store an equivalent amount of 
energy per kilogram or per liter (l). Therefore, the decarbonization of transport has practical as well 
as physical challenges that can be best met in a narrow range of physical conditions. 

The energy density plot (energy/kg to energy/l) in Figure 2 demonstrates why liquid or solid fuels are 
the material of choice when it comes to energy carriers. Gasoline, kerosene, alcohols, even coal, all 
have quite a high energy content by weight and by volume. They carry all the energy needed within 

Hydrogen fuel cell 
technologies for 
the electrification 
of transport

https://www.irena.org/publications/2020/Nov/Green-hydrogen)
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a relatively low weight (high energy content per kilogram or liter) and are fairly easy to handle, carry, 
refill and store. They are in the “sweet spot” area of the energy density plot, which makes them a 
favorable choice. Unfortunately, most produce CO2 and other climate-relevant gases when energy 
is released. By contrast, hydrogen only produces water when used for energy release. When in a 
compressed and liquefied form (often called LH2), or if converted to methanol or ammonia, hydrogen 
can have an energy density comparable to standard fuels. 

Hydrogen gas carries a lot of energy by weight, but being a gas has only low energy by volume. 
When liquified, it carries 8 MJ/l compared to 32 MJ/l for gasoline. However, LH2 carries more energy 
by weight and by volume than do batteries and therefore able to extend the range of vehicles 
beyond what is currently achievable using batteries of the same weight. Batteries will always be 
the heavier of the two by energy stored, even when the weight of the storage tanks is added to the 
weight of the LH2. The overall weight of the energy carrier is a major consideration for any vehicle, 
but for freight – especially for air transport – it is a huge and decisive cost factor. Consequently, 
batteries have a limited application range in transport that includes mostly passenger vehicles. 
Aside from the discussion as to which fuel best suits the many transport options, the only one 
potentially available for full-range decarbonization, especially of commercial transport, is “green” 
hydrogen in either of two forms: directly in fuel cells, supported by batteries, or converted into 
methanol, ammonia or another gas. 

Figure 2. Energy density plot – energy by weight versus energy by volume. 
The “sweet spot” lies in the upper right of the density plot, where solids (coal) and liquids (gasoline, 
methanol and so on) are to be found, since these are manageable at room temperature and contain a lot 
of pure energy per kilogram and per liter. 
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Although the energy density of hydrogen is very high and it therefore has advantages for 
various application fields in transport, the entire life cycle or system from production to usage of 
hydrogenneeds to be considered (e.g., Plötz, 2022). While fuel cells produce electricity from hydrogen 
at the site where it is needed, there is a system chain attached relating to hydrogen in transportation, 
see Figure 3. Hydrogen must be generated, for example by the electrolysis of water using wind or 
solar energy, giving rise to related discussions on producing green hydrogen from renewable power 
(IRENA, 2018) and of connected issues (IRENA, 2019). Hydrogen must be further purified, stored 
and transported through pipelines; filled and refilled in a 700-bar pressurized container or converted 
into metal hydride or methanol; and liberated, reformed or released again through valves. It can be 
used as a carrier gas in airships or simply burned in motors or rockets. A full infrastructure is required 
for the provision of hydrogen. And in its operations, processes like converting chemical energy to 
electrical energy are needed for the transmission of the vehicle. All this is associated with energy 
losses during the production, refueling and operation phases. Comparison between FCs and EVs 
shows the efficiency of fuel cell technologies to be lower than for battery powered vehicles. 

https://www.energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/hydrogen-storage
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Figure 3. Life cycle efficiency of hydrogen fuel cell-powered vehicles compared to battery-
powered vehicles 
Battery-powered vehicles are much more efficient than hydrogen fuel cell-powered vehicles when looking 
at their life cycle efficiency. Seventy five percent of the produced energy in BEVs reaches the wheels as 
opposed to 25 percent in hydrogen fuel-cell powered vehicles.
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However, for this report, we have chosen not to analyze all the technologies related to hydrogen in 
transport, but focus instead on the conversion of hydrogen into electricity for the electrification of 
transport using fuel cells.

Fuel cell history

The fuel cell was invented in principle in the 1800s, possibly by Christian Friedrich Schönbein in 
1838 or by William Robert Grove in 1839. It was not until the 1960s, however, that fuel cells were 
first used commercially in NASA’s space project Gemini, which ran from 1962 to 1966 (Hacker and 
Grimwood, 1977). 
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Figure 4. Drawing from U.S. Patent US3112229, “Fuel Cell,” by Inventor Francis T. Bacon, filed in 
1961 and published in 1963. 
Francis Bacon was one of the inventors of the modern fuel cell which was adopted by NASA in the 1960s.

While the Gemini project marked the first phase of patent applications, there have been several 
similar peaks in innovation since, as suggested by the patent filings over time (Figure 5). In 1991, for 
example, Roger Billings developed the first fuel cell car (Billings and Sanchez, 1995; Billings, n.d.). 
But it was not until 2001 that there was any great increase in fuel cell innovation activity. 
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Figure 5. Patent filings in the field of fuel cells by year of filing (1950–2020). 
The first measurable increase took place in the 1960s in relation to NASA’s Gemini project and the next in 
the mid-1980s and around 1991, when the first fuel cells were integrated into cars. The sharp increase in 
patent filings related to fuel cells that occurred from 2000 to 2005 was followed by a decrease, before a 
new upswing began in 2016 and peaked in 2019.

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
152

468
911

1,447
1,616

8,816

7,027

8,796

11,291

Source: WIPO, based on patent data Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.
Note: There is an average 18-month delay between patent filing and publication. 2019 is the last year for which complete data 
are available.

Interestingly, a breakdown of filings by inventors’ origins shows the surge in patents during the years 
2000–2005 originating from inventors in Japan, followed by inventors in the U.S. and Germany. Not 
until a few years later did inventors, first in the Republic of Korea and then in China, close the gap 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Number of patent filings by the five key inventor locations. 
Japanese inventors contributed heavily to the first major surge in patent filings related to fuel cells 
(2000–2005) and Chinese inventors to the second (2016–2020).
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Patent filing activity shows that after an initial surge of patents beginning in 2000 and peaking in 
2005 innovation activity slowed down until around 2013, when inventors based in China started 
filing patents in fuel cells more strongly. Since 2015, China has dominated filings in the field. The 
top five inventor origins account for most of the patenting activity relating to fuel cells, contributing 
89 percent of the data set, with few contributions from other jurisdictions, such as France, the U.K., 
Canada and Italy.

There are more patent filings related to electric vehicles than for fuel cells in general, with one-
quarter of the latter referring to transportation applications.

Patent Landscape Report – Hydrogen Fuel Cells in Transportation
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Figure 7. Number of patent families in the fields of fuel cells and fuel cells in transportation 
compared to electric vehicles (EVs) and to EVs excluding hybrid vehicles. 
Fuel cells in transportation account for 25 percent of the total fuel cells dataset, while patent filings related 
to EVs excluding hybrids are nearly at the same level as those for fuel cells.
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Source: WIPO, based on patent data Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

Looking at overall trends within the field of fuel cells, patent applications referring to fuel cell 
applications in transportation account for one-quarter of filings (for other application fields, see 
IP Australia, 2021). Compared to the 247,122 patent filings in the field of electric vehicles, fuel cells 
is in general lower, with close to 207,000 filings (transport even lesser in transportation). Related 
active portfolios are roughly half the number of the patent filing counts, with the field of fuel cells in 
transport having a slightly lower active portfolio size.

Patenting filing activity by applicant profile 

Figure 8. Contribution of different patent applicant profiles to the patent data sets related to fuel 
cells (in general) versus fuel cells in transport. 
Companies dominate, contributing around 80 percent to both patent data sets, whereas universities and 
research institutions account for less than 20 percent of patent filings. 
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Source: WIPO, based on patent data Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

In terms of applicant profiles, companies dominate the field of fuel cells, accounting for about 
80 percent of related filings – both in the very application-specific fuel cells in the transportation 
field, but also fuel cells in general, with universities and research institutions accounting for less than 
20 percent of the dataset. Nevertheless, filings from academic patent applicants have grown in the 
last few years. (More information can be found under “Top 20 universities and research institutes in 
the field.”)
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Fuel cell technologies

General overview

In every fuel cell concept, fuel (mainly hydrogen) is made to react with oxygen (typically from air) 
to form water. Differences in type of cell are mainly ascribable to the membrane concept and the 
electrodes. 

Basic fuel cell principle and setup

Figure 9. The basic fuel cell comprises two flow or bipolar plates and two catalyst-loaded 
electrodes either side of a central electrolyte.
Hydrogen and oxygen flow into the reaction zone and react to form water when liberating chemical 
energy. The electrical energy produced is then usually extracted via the bipolar plates. 
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A basic fuel cell design is common to all types of fuel cell (Figure 9). It comprises a membrane, two 
electrodes that usually carry catalysts, plus a bipolar plate on either side responsible for gas flow 
and electric current collection.
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Fuel cell reaction schematic and main parts of a fuel cell

Figure 10. Main parts of a fuel cell.
Bipolar plates are removed for ease of reading. Reformers are added to highlight the option of running on 
different fuels.
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Over the course of more than 150 years of fuel cell development many variants have been 
developed. The most relevant fuel cell concepts nowadays are polymer electrolyte membrane fuel 
cells (PEMFCs) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), followed by phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs) 
and molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs). Whereas the majority of fuel cells work using hydrogen, 
some can work either directly or indirectly using other fuels, such as methanol, liquid ammonia, 
natural gas or even diesel. In direct methanol or direct ammonia fuel cells (DMFCs, DAFCs), the fuel 
is used in the cell. When the fuel cells work indirectly, the fuel cell still works on hydrogen, but there 
is a reformer or cracker installed in front of the fuel cell that converts the fuel into hydrogen just prior 
to use. Figure 11 illustrates the differences between variants of the most common fuel cell types.
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Methodology of the most common fuel cell variants

Figure 11. Fuel cell technology overview showing the most common fuel cell variants, the 
membrane type, temperature range and the chemical reaction involved. 
The general principle is common to all fuel cells. The two main differences are the electrolyte and 
the reaction conditions. The most common fuel cell type is PEMFC, which operates at a moderate 
temperature range and uses a polymeric proton conducting membrane. Other variants operate at much 
higher temperatures and use different electrolyte materials, which affects the whole fuel cell design. 

Source: Cigolotti et al. (2021).

Different types of fuel cells have different power ranges. This limits their scope of application. Some 
typical power ranges are: 50–100 W for laptop computers or portable small units; 1–5 kW for homes; 
50–125 kW for road transport vehicles, with cars around 50–100 kW; and trains between 50 and 125 
kW (Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 2018); and 1–200 MW or more for central power generation. 
The best fits for transport are therefore PEMFC and SOFC, while PAFC and MCFC, and also SOFC, 
are better suited to power plants (mostly stationary, but also in large ships) (U.S. Department of 
Energy Hydrogen Program, 2006; Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 2018).
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Power range of fuel cell variants 

Figure 12. Common types of fuel cells and their power application range. 
The yellow range is the typical transport area. Road transport usually requires 50–125 kW, special 
vehicles 100–160 kW and trains and ships 50–200 kW, possibly more.

WIPO FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Source: Cigolotti et al. (2021).
Note : DMFC is direct methanol fuel cell; AFC is alkaline fuel cell; PEMFC is polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell; SOFC is 
solid oxide fuel cell; PAFC is phosphoric acid fuel cell; MCFC is molten carbonate fuel cell.

Polymer electrolyte or proton exchange membrane fuel cells

PEMFCs are currently the most common fuel cell technology, invented around 1960 by Thomas 
Grubb and Leonard Niedrach. A proton exchange membrane fuel cell transforms the chemical 
energy liberated during the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to electrical energy, 
as opposed to the direct combustion of hydrogen and oxygen gases to produce thermal energy. 
It is currently the most promising fuel cell design for transport for several reasons: it operates at 
a relatively low temperature range of between 100°–180°C; can quickly vary its output; is smaller 
in volume and size than most other types; has a good availability of membranes (e.g., NAFION 
or CELTEC, produced in large volumes); and has a straightforward production process that can 
operate at a large scale. In order to function, the membranes in PEMFCs must be able to conduct 
hydrogen ions (protons); however, this does require rather expensive platinum catalysts (Pollet et 
al., 2016).

Solid oxide fuel cells

SOFCs are characterized by their electrolyte material, either a solid oxide or ceramic electrolyte. 
Known about since the early twentieth century, a SOFC uses the most simple of fuel cell designs 
– just gas and solids. Among the advantages of this class of fuel cell are high combined heat 
and power efficiency, long-term stability, fuel flexibility, low emissions and relatively low cost. 
The biggest disadvantage is the high operating temperature (500–1000°C), which requires longer 
start-up times and results in mechanical and chemical compatibility issues. SOFCs were used in 
cars during the 1990s, but have since been replaced by PEMFCs. They are still under intensive 
investigation for several transport applications, especially shipping and rail.

Direct methanol or liquid ammonia fuel cells and reformer technology

Fuel cells can convert chemical energy into electrical energy. They most often use hydrogen directly 
and make it react with oxygen (such as from air) in order to liberate stored energy. However, fuel 
cells can also work with other fuels, either directly, such as in DMFCs (first developed in 1955), or 
indirectly via a reformer. Methanol is the most often discussed alternative fuel for fuel cells (Sun and 
Sun, 2020).

Reforming or steam reforming (since it works with vaporizable chemical products only) is a very 
old process, invented by Carl Bosch around 1920 (Haber–Bosch process) in the search for better 
access to hydrogen for the production of ammonia (mainly for fertilizer). In reforming, molecules 
carrying hydrogen, such as methane, are converted into hydrogen (and by-products such as carbon 
monoxide). Reforming is still the largest industrial process for generating hydrogen. As this process 
produces huge amounts of carbon dioxide, it is of the utmost importance as to which sources of 
hydrogen are employed in the process (Gielen et al., 2019). 
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In the case of liquid ammonia, ammonia crackers liberate stored hydrogen via a catalytic cleavage 
process (Faleschini et al., 2011). Liquid ammonia’s role in the hydrogen industry was first discussed 
back in 2006 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2006), but seems to have attracted a lot more interest 
recently (Jeerh et al., 2020), especially as ammonia can be liquified far more easily than hydrogen 
(ammonia needs only –33°C to liquify as opposed to 253°C for hydrogen).

Finally, natural gases can also be successfully reformed into hydrogen. However, because CO2 is 
produced as by-product, this fuel is only an option for existing installations such as those on board 
ships, where liquified natural gas (LNG) is a fairly common fuel. 

Besides the large industrial applications for reforming and the ammonia cracking process, it is not 
unusual today to find on-site mobile and small reformer and cracker units directly attached to fuel 
cells. These smaller units convert methanol, liquid ammonia and several other vaporizable materials 
directly into hydrogen (even natural gas or diesel can be used for this purpose). The biggest problem 
in both cases is impurities poisoning the fuel cell. Proper working, reformer-equipped fuel cells can 
therefore serve as a bridge between the ease of handling of liquid energy carrier substances, on one 
side, and on-site or on-board electrification by fuel cells, on the other. 

Phosphoric acid fuel cells

PAFCs are a type of fuel cell that uses liquid phosphoric acid as an electrolyte. They were the first 
fuel cells to be commercialized. Developed in the mid-1960s and field tested since the 1970s, they 
have improved significantly with regard to stability, performance and cost. Such characteristics 
made the PAFC a good candidate for early stationary applications. In transport they are less often 
used, due to the danger from corrosive acid.

Alkali membrane fuel cells

Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), also called alkaline membrane fuel cells (AMFCs) or alkaline anion 
exchange membrane fuel cells (AAEMFCs), are based on the transport of alkaline anions – usually 
hydroxide (OH−) – between electrodes. Originally, AFCs used aqueous potassium hydroxide (KOH) 
as an electrolyte. NASA used AFCs in the 1960s for the Apollo and Space Shuttle projects. Many 
recent developments have focused on the anion exchange membrane (AEM) – a critical aspect of 
AFCs – since it is responsible for the transport of OH– ions. This contrasts with PEM, which is an H+ 
conductive membrane, and is the main reason for there being less interest in this kind of fuel cell.

Molten carbonate fuel cells

MCFCs work at temperatures above 600°C and aim at the direct conversion of natural gas or 
biogas. The high temperatures required makes the lower use of rare metals as catalysts possible 
and offer significant cost reductions over PAFCs. Unlike PAFCs, AFCs and PEMFCs, MCFCs do not 
require an external reformer in order to convert more energy-dense fuels into hydrogen. Because of 
the high temperatures at which MCFCs operate, these fuels are converted into hydrogen within the 
fuel cell itself through a process called internal reforming, which reduces cost (Leo, 2007). MCFCs 
are still rather huge in size and more research is required on the materials employed before they 
can be used for transport. They do have great potential, however, due to their durability. Currently, 
MCFCs are discussed mostly with regard to stationary use.

Patent landscape of fuel cell technologies

When analyzing the patent landscape for fuel cells in transportation, it is apparent that PEMFCs are 
playing the major role, followed by SOFCs and reformer-related technologies. PAFCs, AMFCs and 
MCFCs are currently less investigated and expected to be used primarily in stationary applications. 
MCFCs, PAFCs and SOFCs are all fairly durable and cheaper, but either run at high temperatures or 
employ corrosive acids. They most often have stationary applications, due their huge size and bulky 
industrial power production.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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Technology breakdown by application field

Figure 13. Distribution of patent filings related to various fuel cells types across different areas of 
transportation. 
Filing analysis of active and inactive patents, including utility models, all patents for fuel cells in transport. 
The dominance of PEMFCs (green) is visible over time. SOFCs (light grey) are typically in second place, 
with reformer/DMFCs/DAFCs (light blue close behind). All other fuel cell designs are not contributing 
comparable numbers.
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In all transport applications, PEMFCs were found to be the most commonly used fuel cell type, 
with a share above 50 percent in nearly every application Ifield. In shipping, trucks, and rail and 
track is there a slightly higher share of SOFCs, amounting to close to 20 percent. The highest 
share for reformers/crackers is in special vehicles (21 percent), followed by shipping (20 percent) 
and rail (20 percent). This suggests a greater acceptance of alternative fuels, such as methanol or 
ammonia, in these generally more industrial sectors. Both solvents are already common in industrial 
environments, such as harbors. Shipping and rail are also comparable to stationary setups, with 
generally larger installations and typically requiring greater reliability and longer durability. 
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Filing breakdown by origin of inventor

Figure 14. Patent filings by technology and inventor origin. Top: contribution of different inventor 
origins to different fuel cell technology patenting activity. Bottom: number of filings by fuel cell 
technology. 
Inventors based  in Japan have the highest contribution to all technologies, with the highest participation 
in the areas of PEMFC and SOFC. It is worth noting that China-based inventors have the highest 
contribution to filings related to alkaline membrane and fuel cell recycling. 
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When analyzing the origin of fuel cell technologies in transport, it is evident that there are different 
areas of specialization or preference according to inventor profile. In PEMFCs and SOFCs, inventors 
based in Japan lead, followed by those from the U.S., China, the Republic of Korea and Germany. 
The landscape changes for reformer technology, PAFC and AMFCs, where inventors in China 
are in second position, also for MCFCs, with inventors in the Republic of Korea and U.S. leading. 
It is worth noting that Japan leads in fuel cell recycling, with China close behind, for the reasons 
discussed in the next chapter.
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Fuel cell recycling

PEM fuel cells most often contain rare platinum catalysts among possible others. The bipolar 
plates are either made of steel or a comparable metal or coated carbon plates. The membranes are 
polymers such as polybenzimidazole (PBI) or per-fluorinated copolymers (for example the ones by 
Dupont under the tradename NAFION). Other fuel cell types contain further metals, ceramics and 
other potentially costly parts. The high price of fuel cells is, in comparison to batteries, only partly 
attribtable to the raw materials used; rather, the price of today’s fuel cells is often largely determined 
by the production costs of the stacks. However, this is only true for current small volume production. 
The automated production scale-up expected in the next few years is likely to bring costs down 
and the price of materials then dominate. Projected stack prices of around USD 250/kW are wholly 
realistic and reported as offerings by Chinese market players in 2021 (source: interview with Jun 
Ma, CEO Simply Hydrogen, Shanghai). When it comes to recycling, however, it would seem that, 
whereas MEA (membrane electrode assembly, comprising the electrodes and membranes in a fuel 
cell stack) polymer membrane and bipolar plates are the biggest cost drivers, and generally only 
a few different parts are used, the largest single factor is the expensive platinum content (German 
Energy Solutions Initiative, 2020).

Figure 15. Cost breakdown of fuel cells for stationary applications in relation to production 
volume (estimated).
Membranes and bipolar plates seem to be the highest cost drivers.

Source: Cigolotti et al. (2021).

The cost breakdown in Figure 15 shows the two biggest cost drivers to be membranes and bipolar 
plates. As is often the case, only at smaller volumes does assembly represent a larger share of 
production costs. Automated production will be key to dramatically reducing costs, based on an 
interview carried out with Ruhlamat.com. 

http://Ruhlamat.com
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Cost analysis fuel cells in transport

In the transport field, it would seem that a stack price below USD 250/kW is realistic for market 
entry. The projected cost of fuel cells is under USD 50/kW for volumes above 500,000 units a year.

A typical domestic car demands about 50–100 kW of power from a typical 80 kW stack, costing 
around USD 20,000 for fuel cells, plus an additional USD 5,000–7,000 for storage tank, fuel and 
supply. In 2016, Toyota calculated the costs for the 2017 Mirai to be USD 184/kW, with a retail price 
of around USD 57,000.

Figure 16. Cost model for the Toyota Mirai fuel cell vehicle. 
The strategic analysis estimate at 3,000 systems/year corresponds to Mirai's manufacturer's suggested 
retail price.
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Fuel cell recycling roadmap

Analysis of the fuel cell recycling patent landscape shows overall activity to be small, but growing 
strongly, having nearly doubled in the last few years. This is consistent with a landscape where 
fuel cells are not yet being produced in vast numbers and only those few valuable parts of a fuel 
cell, namely the platinum-containing electrodes, extracted in any significant quantity through 
standard recycling processes, such as by pyrometallurgy. This will most probably change quickly 
with increasing scale-up. The goal will be to move from extracting only platinum (and producing too 
many toxic waste gases) to fully recycling all parts of a fuel cell. These aspects are currently under 
investigation and it is likely that the results of research will find their way into the design of future 
fuel cells. Concerning lithium batteries from EVs, a similar increase in interest in the topic can be 
expected. In batteries, we see more and more full-scale and automated recycling lines being built 
worldwide (Kumagi, 2021). However, when currently no more than 5 percent of lithium batteries are 
recycled (Woollacott, 2021), it is likely to take several years before this rate becomes reasonable – 
and the present fuel cell recycling rate falls far behind that of batteries! 
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Figure 17. Fuel cell recycling patent filings by year of filing (1970–2020) and top 10 applicants in the 
field of fuel cell recycling. 
Patents discussing recycling remain few overall, but have visibly increased, especially in the last few 
years. The main players are a mix of universities (mostly in China) and companies (most in Japan).
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Fuel cell automated production

The scaling-up of fuel cell production is only realistically possible, if it is automated and continuous. 
This is a relatively new, very dynamic field, with various facets remaining to be explored. Fuel cell 
stack production using robotics and other means has been visible in patents for several years, but 
now fully automated fuel cell manufacturing is beginning to be claimed in patent filings. The field 
is still small, but notice should be taken of the patent documents referring to this area, since more 
can be expected. The application of modern machine vision, image analysis, robotics and AI in 
automated production will make more of an impact in every area of production, but specifically 
in fuel cells. Stacking up to 800 layers in a fuel cell stack, with a high degree of precision in a fully 
hydrogen-sealed setup, is no easy task and not possible with standard machine setups. Interviews 
with small and medium enterprise(SME) machine players, such as German producer Ruhlamat 
in Suzhou, confirm the difficulties in machine construction and also the increasing demand from 
industry players for automated production lines (Fowler et al., 2019; Ruhlamat, 2021; BMW, 2020).

Figure 18.1 Example: Beijing Nowogen Tech, CN110021772.A. Automatic production line for a fuel 
cell stack.
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Figure 18.2 Example: University Xi An Jiatong, CN113161572.A. Method and system for 
continuously producing fuel cells/electrolytic cells and battery/electrolytic cells.
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Figure 18.3 Example: Andritz, US 2022/0093937 A1. Device and method for producing flow 
field plates.
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Figure 18.4 Example: BOSCH, WO202008887. Method for producing a fuel cell stack.
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That transportation is at present responsible for close to one-quarter (24 percent) of the CO2 emitted 
directly from fuel combustion globally highlights the huge advancements to be made in reaching 
climate change goals through the electrification of modern transport. However, this will only be the 
case if the electricity required is generated from non-emissive sources. Highly efficient, electrically-
driven vehicles have been produced for many years. The problem that remains is the on-site or 
in-car availability of electrical energy. It has always been more convenient and simpler to burn 
materials with a high energy density, namely liquid fuels such as gasoline.

The electrification of transport challenge can be solved by batteries (storing electrical power 
generated off-site) or by electrical power generators, which realistically are likely to be fuel cells. 
Batteries are typically heavy and unable to store the equivalent amount of energy by weight as fuels. 
Fuel cells can produce electrical power on board a vehicle, be it a car, bus, ship or airship, without 
“burning” emissive fuels but instead hydrogen or hydrogen precursors. In most credible scenarios, 
the energy produced by fuel cells will continue to be stored in on-site batteries in order to supply 
concentrated power on demand. Combining batteries with on-site electrical power generation 
greatly extends a vehicles’ range, allowing batteries to be smaller and increasing significantly the 
flexibility available for the electrification of transport. 

In the previous chapter we saw the extent to which this technology has been investigated 
and developed since it first originated. Leaving discussions about the hydrogen generation, 
its availability and the related infrastructure to other studies, this chapter focuses on the 
transportation sector itself and the electrification of transport vehicles using fuel cells to convert 
hydrogen into electrical energy on-site. To this end, only those patents that combine the features of 
fuel cells with transportation-related application aspects are analyzed in regard to developments 
within the last 20 years.

This section analyzes global developments, as well as those across individual patent jurisdictions, 
using the patent applications filed each year from 2000 to 2019 as indicators. As data for the years 
2020 and 2021 are incomplete due to publication delays (with an average 18-month delay from 
patent application to its publication), most of the illustrations stop at 2019, the last calendar year for 
which complete data exist. The cutoff date for the patent data retrieval in this analysis is March 24, 
2022; the patent dataset includes patent documents published up to that date.

Figure 19 below shows global patent filings in fuel cell technologies have steadily increased over 
recent years, almost doubling in the last decade from 1,792 in 2010 to 3,302 in 2019. As discussed 
above, fuel cell patent development has fluctuated over time, mainly due to external factors such as 
changes in demand or research funding.

Fuel cell technologies  
in transportation
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Global patent filing for patents describing fuel cells in transport, 2000–2020

Figure 19. Number of patent families related to hydrogen fuel cell technologies in transport by 
year of first filing, from 2000 to 2020. 
Filings have been on an upward trend since 2015 and reached an all-time peak in 2019.
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Market application breakdown

For the purposes of this report, total patents were divided into six application fields so as to better 
highlight trends. We analyzed road vehicles, including specific analyses of trucks and commercial 
or cargo road vehicles; rail and track-side vehicles; shipping and water-side transport; aircraft 
and other air-side vehicles, such as vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) craft (“flying cars”) 
or drones (unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs); and, finally, special vehicles. As a group, special 
vehicles are a collection of different typical commercial vehicles, including fork-lifts, airport tugs, 
tractors and dredgers, and various constructions vehicles. Finally, there remained a category of 
patent documents that did not describe any specific road or other transportation vehicle or area 
for application and therefore generic in terms of use (for instance, there was no wording other 
than simply “vehicles” in the patent document). Figure 20 shows the development of these six 
application fields over time. It is clear from this that road vehicles represent by far the largest field of 
application, leading developments and defining trends in transportation, followed by shipping and 
rail applications.
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Global patent filing by field of transportation application, 2000–2020 

Figure 20. Number of patent families filed in transportation by application field, from 2000 to 2020. 
Filing year is a patent family’s first filing year. 
Road-related applications (cars, motorcycles, trucks, and so on) dominate the field, accounting for a 
majority of patents in fuel cells in the transport data set.
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Patent filings for shipping are in second place, followed by aviation and rail, but with significantly 
lower numbers. Filings in special vehicles have also been growing, especially in recent years, 
although filings are rather few in number. The order of market entrance is reversed, however. Special 
vehicles – namely, commercial vehicles, including fork-lifts, airport tugs, tractors and dredgers, and 
various constructions vehicles – may be a niche for fuel cells but are increasing at a steady pace. In 
general, the patent numbers reflect the overall development of fuel cells described in the General 
overview to the report.

The strength of the link between hydrogen fuel cells and road applications is confirmed in the 
analysis of share structure in Figure 21. This shows the share of patents describing road-related 
applications increased from an already substantial 58 percent in 2015 up to 71 percent during the 
last five years of the reporting period (this may change slightly as complete data for 2020 becomes 
available). In the same period, all other applications lost shares; however, such small changes 
between filing years should not be over-interpreted. In addition, it should be noted that a significant 
overlap of around 20 percent exists between applications, and must to be taken account of when 
analyzing this chart. Moreover, many patents describe several possible applications, whereas few 
claim only one specific application. 
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Global patent filings by field of application, 2000–2020

Figure 21. Overall application filing over time, according to patent filings by year of first filing and 
by application field. Filing year is a patent family’s first year of filing. 
Special vehicles filings are few in number, reflecting a niche position in the transport market. 
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Innovation origin view

In what follows, we analyze the origin of inventions using the inventor’s address as a proxy for the 
origin of the innovation. The grouping of patent filings by inventor’s origin shows more than half 
attributable to China-based inventors (42 percent of filings in 2019 are attributable to China alone), 
with Japan in second place accounting for around 22 percent in 2019, followed by Germany with 
14 percent. Overall, the top five inventor origins, namely, China, Japan, Germany, the Republic of 
Korea and the U.S., are the source of around 94 percent of total filings, and the top 10 for just under 
98 percent. This shows inventors from this small group of jurisdictions account for almost of the 
entire patenting activity.

Table 1 shows the key indicators for the 20 most important filing jurisdictions. For each jurisdiction, 
the filing trend is shown as a chart from 2000 to 2019. It is important to note that scaling varies 
between the bar graphs. This is deliberate, so as to focus on trend development in the respective 
jurisdictions as essential information. Absolute filing activities are shown in addition for five points 
in time to enable a comparison of levels and dynamics. Furthermore, filings for the individual 
application areas as of 2019 are shown to better appreciate the filings structure.

Table 1 supports the view that China is responsible for the bulk of current filings. In addition, it is 
apparent from the time trend that China has only developed this dynamic in recent years. Indeed, 
just a decade ago, China ranked down in fifth place in terms of annual filings.
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Furthermore, it is evident that, apart from China, Germany alone exhibits a significant growth 
dynamic. Germany has been able to grow its filings by around 50 percent compared with 2015. 
Japan meanwhile has stagnated at a comparatively high level during the last decade, having 
reduced its filings by around two-thirds since 2005. The U.S. is showing a downward trend similar to 
Japan, albeit at a lower level, its filings having almost halved filings since 2005.

A particularly noteworthy development is to be observed with regard to inventors based in the 
Republic of Korea. Although inventors in the Republic of Korea made more than twice as many 
filings in 2010 than in 2005, and these increased further up until 2015, they have since declined 
in recent years. Furthermore, the Republic of Korea expanded its filing activities at a time when 
filings were already declining in Japan and the US. Moreover, the Republic of Korea inventors 
built momentum significantly earlier than in China. We can therefore observe a development trend 
opposite to that seen in Japan and the U.S., as well as a clear time lead over China plus a declining 
dynamic in recent years. Thus, while China and Germany are increasing patent filings at the present 
time, other countries are consolidating at a low level.

The story for countries more broadly is less clear-cut due to significantly lower filings; accordingly, a 
country trend cannot be derived in either one direction or the other. 

Table 1. Top 20 inventor origins, with filing trends over time and across transportation application 
fields. 
Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 countries by origin of the inventor in fuel cells in transportation 
(left part of table) compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of 
table). Although Japan leads in total filings over the years, filings from China are rapidly rising.

The same top five inventor locations dominate in every transport application field, an exception 
being the Republic of Korea with regard shipping. It is noticeable that the Republic of Korea pays 
special attention to shipping applications (120 patent filings in 2019) and ranks second behind 
China, with 163 filings in 2019. 
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Patent filings by patent applicant type

A comparison of the patent applicant-type structure shows a majority of patents in this area are 
filed by companies. In 2000, the share of filings by companies was 80 percent (Figure 22). This 
has changed only slightly over time and reached 80 percent again in 2019. The share of filings by 
universities and research institutions increased from around 2 percent in 2000 to 15 percent in 2019.

Global patent filings by applicant type, 2000–2020

Figure 22. Share of patent filings by applicant type, 2000–2020. Filing year is a patent family’s first 
year of filing. 
Companies dominate patent filings in the last 20 years, with research institutions accounting for about 
15% of the filings.
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Patent filings over time for universities and research institutions

Figure 23. Global patent filings from universities and research institutions, 1970–2020. Filing year 
is a patent family’s earliest filing year. 
Chinese universities and research institutions account for a major proportion of filings in the last five 
years, increasing in number from the years before. 
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The increase seen in filings by research institutions illustrated in Figure 23 is driven by overlapping 
structural effects: a general decline in filing activity can be observed in many jurisdictions (with the 
notable exceptions of China, the Republic of Korea and Germany), while the special structure of 
China and the Republic of Korea may also play an important role.

Figure 24 shows the filings by research institution as a share of total filings for the top five 
jurisdictions. The share of research institutions in China’s total filings can be seen to have fluctuated 
between about 20 and 35 percent in recent years, well above the current global share of 14 percent. 
Due to China’s importance in absolute terms, the overall global share for research institutions is a 
growing one.
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Share of patents filed by universities and public research institutions in the top five 
jurisdictions, 2000–2020

Figure 24. Shares of patent filings by universities and public research institutions in China, Japan, 
the Republic of Korea, Germany and the U.S., 2000–2020. 
Shares for China and the Republic of Korea are significantly higher than those of other top jurisdictions. 
As China is the most active filer overall, the global share of research filings has grown.
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Overall, the number of companies and research institutions active in this field is increasing 
significantly. Measuring the number of companies with at least one filing in any given year as a 
measure of companies steadily active in the field or ramping up a portfolio, the number of active 
companies has almost tripled over the last 20 years from 267 companies in 2000 to 783 companies 
in 2019 (Figure 25). Over the same period, the number of active research institutions increased 
eightfold to 167 compared to 2000 (21 active research institutions).
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Number of companies and research institutions with at least one filing in any given year, 
2000–2019

Figure 25. Comparison between number of companies and universities and research institutions 
with at least one filing a year from 2000 to 2019. 
The number of companies filing at least one patent has almost doubled in the last 10 years, whereas the 
number of research institutions has increased only slightly. 
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are available. Only companies and universities are considered which file at least a patent document per year. Universities in 
general as well as companies not filing every year in fuel cells in transport are excluded.

The growing importance of China is also reflected in the number of China-based companies 
there are in this field. Out of a total of 783 companies active in the field in 2019, 438 were based 
in China (Figure 26). Due to project scope restrictions not allowing comprehensive information on 
the headquarters of companies to be collected, an approximation has been made by identifying 
companies in this technology field which have exclusively inventors with an address in China. In 
2019, this was true for 56 percent of all companies active in this technology (438 out of a total of 
783). Without the contribution from China, the number of active companies would have remained at 
a similar level for more than 15 years and have even dipped slightly during the last few years.
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Number of companies with at least one filing in any given year, China and global 
development, 2000–2019

Figure 26. Comparison between companies filing at least one patent application a year from 2000 
to 2019 – overall results, results without Chinese companies, and Chinese companies alone. 
Companies from China have contributed significantly to the remarkable increase in patent filings since 
2015. Without their presence filing would have remained at the same level or even decreased slightly.
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Note: There is an average 18-month delay between patent filing and publication. 2019 is the last year for which complete data 
are available. By selecting companies with at least one patent filing in each year the aim is to consider only those steadily 
active in the field and building up the size of a portfolio. As well as filtering out universities, those companies who ordinarily 
file in other areas and only mention fuel cells as an alternative or option, and therefore do not file a patent in the field every 
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The analysis highlights the extent to which the high number of regularly active patent filing 
companies from China have been almost solely responsible for the remarkable increase in hydrogen 
fuel cell patent filings since 2015. Companies from other jurisdictions have either stagnated or been 
replaced by new entrants during the period in question, with no growth in the number of steadily 
active companies apart from those in China.

An overall increase in patent filings by universities and research institutes has encouraged 
cooperation with companies. Cooperative filings increased to more than 100 filings a year in 2020 
(Figure 27). This is still relatively low compared to the total yearly filings by universities and research 
institutes. Total cooperative filings reached more than 1000 for the period 2000–2020 The drop in 
2016 and 2017 was mainly due to a decline in cooperative filings from China. Japan, China and the 
Republic of Korea lead the jurisdictions in total filings. In terms of absolute patent cooperation by 
jurisdiction, Japan is in front, with a total of 223 cooperative filings between 2000 and 2020, followed 
by China (160) and the Republic of Korea (130). However, most of the cooperative filings from Japan 
are older, having been filed between 2000 and 2010, whereas those from China and the Republic of 
Korea are more recent, dating from mostly after 2010. 
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However, the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) is the leading 
institution in terms of total cooperation, followed by research institutes in Japan and the Republic of 
Korea. International research collaborations are few in number, with an average of five a year. It must 
be noted that out of a total of 64 universities and public research institutes involved in cooperative 
activities over the last 20 years, 38 percent are from China and 31 percent from the Republic 
of Korea. This goes to show that research institutes involved in cooperative activities in other 
jurisdictions are far more concentrated, with just a few players. 

Cooperation of companies with universities and research institutes 

Figure 27. Cooperative filings increased steadily between 2000 and 2020. 
Applications filed in Japan have the highest number of cooperative filings.
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Market view analysis: where are fuel cell patents in transport being filed globally?

In what follows, we analyze the geographical scope of the patents filed. The analysis of filings 
across those patent offices where patent applications were filed provides a market view and 
highlights the patent protection strategy adopted by the average player. This describes an average 
trend in the jurisdictions where patent protection has mostly been sought. The patent strategies 
of particular companies would need to be individually analyzed in order to be understood and lie 
outside the scope of this study. This is the only part of the study where individual patent applications 
are analyzed rather than patent families.
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Top patent offices for filing

Figure 28. Number of individual patent applications filed across top patent offices from 2014 to 
2020 (top panel), and total number of patent applications filed in top patent offices until March 
2022 (bottom panel). 
Although the most number of patent applications have been filed in Japan, filings in China have been 
steadily increasing in the last few years.
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Top players and the patent offices where they filed patent applications

Figure 29. Patent filing strategy by company. Bubble size indicates the total number of individual 
patent filings, limited to only filings from 2015 to 2019, including active and inactive patents as 
well as utility models. 
It is typical of companies to seek to protect their home market; for example, Toyota in Japan, VW Group 
in Germany and IGE Wuhan in China. It is, however, company strategy with regard to where in the world 
patent protection is extended that indicates the markets of most interest to these companies. In this 
respect, there is an obvious interest in China, the U.S., Japan, and also Germany and the Republic of 
Korea. Particularly of note is the number of PCT and EP filings, as this points to a broader, yet open 
strategy by some players.
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Shifting the analysis from a patent filing count to active patent portfolios 

While the analysis up to this point had been from the perspective of jurisdictions, we now shift 
attention to specific players in the field, namely, the individual companies and universities and 
research institutions. To this end, the indicators have been adjusted. While the focus in the global 
analysis was on filings, that is, on the annual filings in jurisdictions, the active patent portfolio is the 
subject of a company analysis. The active patent portfolio in question takes account of legal status 
and includes all active and pending patent applications, as well as active granted patents, at a 
given point in time. For example, in 2019, it includes all patents active in 2019, as well as all pending 
patents from 2019 and from previous years (see Glossary). The active patent portfolio allows 
an analysis of the strength of a company’s patent portfolio, whereas filings show the dynamics. 
Therefore, in addition to the active patent portfolio, the filing activity of a company over the last few 
years is also shown below (utility models are disregarded when analyzing an active patent portfolio). 
The company analysis is therefore able to focus much more strongly on patent strength rather 
than solely on innovation activity. This is especially important in a field such as fuel cells, since 
older patents might have an important role once the market starts to develop but are very costly 
to maintain (i.e., in fees) over the long term – only players convinced of their success are willing to 
spend money in retaining such patents. 

Basically, there is a clear correlation between the build-up of a strong active patent portfolio and 
active filing activity in recent years. Put another way, a declining active patent portfolio often goes 
hand-in-hand with a significant decrease in filing activity. 

Table 2 shows the top 20 companies sorted by the size of their active patent portfolio in 2021. The 
top 20 list is dominated by automotive manufacturers. (As a side note, the first university to enter 
the field, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, ranks 22 overall.) Toyota is the leading company in fuel 
cells for transportation, with 2,720 active patent families in 2021, followed by Hyundai (1,402), Honda 
(1,191), General Motors (GM) (697) and VW Group (671). The dominance of Toyota is underlined by 
it having a portfolio almost twice the size of the runner-up (Hyundai) and an overall share of around 
30 percent of the total portfolio of the top 10 ranked companies; a share that has remained relatively 
stable over time. 

In addition, Table 2 includes a graphical representation of the development of the respective patent 
portfolios since 2000. This is intended to indicate a trend and is not normalized across all 20 
companies. The portfolios of Honda and GM can also be seen be in decline, with Honda’s portfolio 
declining by 20 percent since 2015. Conversely, VW Group’s and Kia’s portfolio has nearly tripled in 
size since 2015. 

The top 20 is dominated by companies from Japan, Germany, the U.S., and the Republic of 
Korea. This is consistent with the analysis of key jurisdictions. What is striking is the clear under-
representation of Chinese companies in the top 20, despite China being currently responsible for 
more than 50 percent of total filings. There are only two China-based companies in the top 20, 
IGE Wuhan (Chinese start-up Grove-Auto.com) and FAW Group, both with comparatively small 
portfolios, despite significant momentum. This can be explained by corporate structure. Although 
China has a majority of the companies active in this technology, their patent portfolios tend to be 
very small, with several like Great Wall Motors (GWM) and Dongfeng having started to file only 
very recently.

http://Grove-Auto.com
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Table 2. Top 20 companies in fuel cells for transportation in general. 
Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in road transport compared to recent patent 
filing activity (all patents, active and inactive). Top 20 companies in transport in general, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Toyota 132 782 1,919 1,734 2,319 2,720 130 260 265 328 216
Hyundai 29 103 398 821 1,206 1,402 109 161 84 93 113
Honda 52 610 1,217 1,323 1,232 1,191 90 108 58 87 94
GM 37 247 631 815 802 697 22 23 29 17 11
VW Group 16 91 131 206 471 671 64 64 83 122 109
Kia 8 18 65 184 380 576 26 54 76 90 107
Nissan 73 728 617 636 633 540 57 39 24 14 16
IGE Wuhan 0 0 0 0 97 489 0 3 17 35 113
Bosch 53 93 132 241 300 479 25 26 42 56 108
Denso 23 194 221 235 271 301 19 29 43 30 32
Panasonic 59 213 292 293 265 267 16 17 24 19 26
BMW 5 25 51 99 255 250 33 60 64 14 18
Ford 8 56 115 184 243 217 24 24 27 17 11
Volvo 4 12 40 106 176 197 33 21 12 13 14
Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering 0 1 8 75 159 189 48 39 23 25 15

Daimler Truck 0 3 18 87 161 182 32 21 10 13 12
LG Chem 1 10 59 119 175 175 15 20 12 7 0
Airbus Group 4 23 83 158 138 156 5 6 6 10 21
FAW Group 0 0 0 58 81 153 0 0 4 8 56
State Grid Corp 0 11 69 108 129 144 5 6 5 12 11

Source: www.econsight.com Source: WIPO, based on patent data Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.
Note: To analyze the activity of companies we measure the number of active patents in the respective year (cumulative 
active patent portfolio, left) as well as the filing activity of these players by counting how many patents were first filed in the 
respective years (counting all patents, inactive and active, right). 

Dynamic and comparative company analysis

Since global patent numbers rise continually, an increase in a company’s patents per technology 
indicates increased patent activity but is not in itself a sign of growing competition within this 
technology. Increased activity can be offset by an even higher degree of activity by a competitor 
in the field. However, if one puts the patent activity of a company in relation to patent activity 
worldwide, it is possible to derive the world share of a particular company in a technology. This 
shows the importance of a company with respect to the global dynamics of a technology, and at 
the same time its comparative competitiveness in relation to other companies. Figure 30 uses a 
dynamic and comparative indicator developed by EconSight to highlight the competitive situation 
between companies in the field of fuel cell transport.

The development of world share over several points in time shows an increase or decrease in a 
company’s competitiveness over time. Instead of using growth rates (which, even with the same 
absolute change in patent numbers, are mathematically smaller when applied to larger shares 
than when applied to smaller ones), time series analysis focuses on change in the world share 
in percentage points. This indicator shows the size of the change and adequately describes the 
increase (or decrease) in a company’s technological activities in relation to the competition.

In this sense, Figure 30 shows Toyota’s dominance in terms of a world share of 10 percent of the global 
total active patent portfolios in fuel cell transport, followed by Hyundai, with about half of Toyota’s world 
share (5.5 percent). Additionally, the slowing momentum of Honda, Daimler, GM and Nissan is evident, 
shown here as a negative change in world share between 2015 and 2021, and affecting all companies 
to the left of the vertical axis. Conversely, those companies with the greatest momentum are shown on 
the right of the vertical axis, with growing world shares, namely, VW Group, Kia and IGE Wuhan.
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World share of active patents by company in 2021 compared to all players in the field versus 
the change in this world share, 2015–2021

Figure 30. World shares and change in world shares in transport during the period 2015–2021 for 
the top 10 companies. 
The proportion of active patents of companies like Toyota and Hyundai have increased in the last few 
years whereas those of companies like Honda, GM, and Nissan have decreased. 
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By analyzing the world share in 2021 (meaning the share of active patents contributed by an entity 
(here a company) over all patents for the field) versus the change in this share between 2015 and 
2021, we are able to see which companies increased their shares and therefore grew their portfolios 
more successfully than other players. Every company left of the vertical zero percent line saw a 
decline in its world share, whereas companies to the right of the zero percent line increased their 
world share or were more active during this period. Thus, the world shares of Honda, GM and 
Nissan have shrunk, whereas those of Hyundai, Toyota, VW Group and IGE Wuhan have expanded.

Top 20 universities and research institutes in the field

The first university to enter the overall fuel cells in transport field, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
ranks 22 overall. This is an indication of just how dominant commercial players are within the field. 
Nevertheless, the activity of universities is not to be underestimated. The academic field is largely 
dominated by Chinese universities, followed by universities in the Republic of Korea and Japan. A 
close-up of patents not invented (based on the inventors’ location) in either China, the Republic of 
Korea or Japan shows the leading academic players in Europe and North America to be, from the 
top, the French Atomic and Renewable Energy Agency (CEA), followed by the German Helmholtz 
Association and the German Aerospace Center, then Batelle Memorial Institute and Fraunhofer with 
the same number of filings, and the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in France. 
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Top universities and research institutions in fuel cells in transport, globally, in Europe and 
North America

Table 3. Active patent portfolios (without utility models) of top-ranked universities and research 
institutions in fuel cells in transport.
Global view of leading players; focused view of universities and research institutions from Europe 
 (47 jurisdictions) and North America (16 jurisdictions) (by inventor’s address).

Global Universities Europe North America

Research Institute

Patent 
portfolio  
size 2021 Research Institute

Patent 
portfolio  
size 2021 Research Institute

Patent 
portfolio  
size 2021

Chinese Academy of 
Sciences

121 CEA 55 Battelle 21

Tsinghua University 
(China)

88 Helmholtz Association 33 MIT 11

Jilin University 80 Fraunhofer 21 University of Chicago 11

Tongji University 79 CNRS 17 University of California 10

Southwest Jiaotong 
University

63 University of Chester 14 State University of New 
York

8

Wuhan University of 
Technology

61 Paul Scherrer Institute 5 University of New 
Mexico

8

CEA 58 Technical University of 
Denmark

3 Lawrence Livermore 
National Security

7

KIST Korea 54 Joseph Fourier 
University

3 State University System 
of Florida

7

Korea Institute of 
Energy Research

51 VTT Technical 
Research Centre

3 University System of 
Ohio

6

Helmholtz Association 46 Max Planck 3 Stanford University 6

KAIST 42 ZSW 3 University of Tennessee 6

Jiangsu University 41 University of Jena 3 University of Michigan 5

Zhejiang University 34 TNO Netherlands 2 University of Texas 
System

5

Beijing Institute of 
Technology

32 Dresden University of 
Technology

2 Syracuse University 5

Seoul National 
University

31 ETH Zurich 2 Caltech 5

Nanjing University 
of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics

29 University of Rennes 1 2 University of Missouri 
System

4

Harbin Institute of 
Technology

29 Berlin Institute of 
Technology

2 Colorado School of 
Mines

3

ITRI 28 Clausthal University of 
Technology

2 Purdue University 3

Agency for Defense 
Development

28 Riga Technical 
University

2 University of Houston 
System

3

Harbin Engineering 
University

28 Technical University 
Munich

2 Washington State 
University

3

Xi´an Jiaotong 
University

28 Politehnica University 
of Bucharest

2 University of South 
Carolina

3

Tianjin University 25 National Polytechnic 
Institute of Toulouse

2 Northwestern 
University (Illinois)

3

Korea Inst. of Ocean 
Sci. & Tech.

25 Community Grenoble 
Alpes University

1 University of North 
Carolina

2

Huazhong Univ. of Sci. 
& Tech.

24 IRD France 1 Yale University 2

AIST Japan 22 Poznan University of 
Technology

1 Virginia Tech 2

Note: CEA is the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission; CNRS is the Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique; INTRI is the Industrial Technology Research Institute; KAIST is the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology; KIST Korea is the Korea Institute of Science and Technology; MIT is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
ZSW is Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg.
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Fuel cell application: personal and commercial road vehicles

The road transport sector needs to decarbonize and dramatically lower emissions. This is necessary 
not just from a regulatory perspective, but also because only a truly sustainable transportation and 
automotive industry will be able to maintain its importance and prosperity in the long term.

Moving to a Net Zero-emission future creates crucial challenges for the automotive industry. The 
introduction of alternative power trains and their related energy concepts is becoming a choice 
between battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and FCEVs powered by hydrogen.

Hydrogen has long been known as a low-carbon fuel, although establishing it in the automotive 
industry has been difficult. To date, hydrogen use in the sector has been limited to a less than 
1 percent share of the total global stock of vehicles. However, the fuel cell vehicle market is 
beginning to take off, catalyzed by developments in Asia and the United States. More than 40,000 
fuel cell vehicles were on the road globally by the end of June 2021. Global fuel cell vehicle 
deployment has been concentrated largely on passenger vehicles.

Active patent portfolio development of the most intensively patenting Chinese car 
manufacturers in fuel cells

However, there are differences in the geographical distribution of the various fuel cell vehicle types. 
In particular, the Republic of Korea, the United States and Japan have focused efforts on passenger 
vehicles, whereas China has adopted policies supporting fuel cell bus and commercial vehicles 
such as trucks. This trend is likely to continue, as the new Chinese policy of subsidizing fuel cell 
vehicles is intended to enhance the manufacturing capacities of China’s fuel cell vehicle industry 
with a focus on using fuel cells in commercial vehicles (S&P Global, 2020). Hydrogen fuel cells 
offer great promise for heavy-duty trucks in applications requiring a higher density of energy, fast 
refueling and additional range. The Toyota Mirai, for instance, achieved an unprecedented 1,360 km 
driven on a single, five-minute complete fill of hydrogen during a roundtrip of southern California 
(Toyota, 2021). Recently, Renault previewed a concept vehicle with what it termed a “hydrogen 
engine,” suggesting that this French company could follow Toyota in using hydrogen as a means of 
preserving and advancing existing combustion technology with low carbon fuel (AutoCar, 2022).

Dongfeng has independently developed a 12-ton hydrogen fuel cell logistics vehicle to meet both 
intra- and inter-city logistics needs. In 2021, Dongfeng Motor put into operation a fleet of Dongfeng 
Tianlong KL tractor trucks running on 20 hydrogen fuel cells in Hebei Province, China (H2 Bulletin, 
2021). Commercial vehicle-maker Beiqi Foton Motor (a subsidiary of BAIC) is aiming to manufacture 
4,000 hydrogen vehicles per year by 2023, before raising the bar to 15,000 units by 2025 
(Carscoops, 2020). Moreover, China-based GWM released its hydrogen energy strategy (Green Car 
Congress, 2021), making the bold claim: “2022 will see the first service fleet of high-end passenger 
cars on the arena of the Olympic Winter Games; in 2023, we will become a leader domestically in 
terms of the number of core power components promoted; we will ride into the top three in terms of 
global hydrogen market share by 2025.” Currently, GWM has remained completely independent of 
other players in terms of IP rights and its development of IP in respect to the six core technologies 
and products of stack and core components – fuel cell engines and components (controllers, and 
so on); hydrogen storage cylinders; high-pressure hydrogen storage valves; hydrogen safety; and 
liquid hydrogen – with all patenting exclusively by Great Wall and no collaboration visible. SAIC 
Motor, China’s biggest automaker – and a partner of Volkswagen and GM – has said it plans to sell 
over 10,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 2025 (Reuters, 2020a). 

IGE Wuhan is a scientific and technological innovation development platform jointly established by 
Wuhan City and China University of Geosciences (Grove, 2021). IGE, the parent company of Grove, 
is China’s leading group in terms of hydrogen vehicle production, development and maintenance. 
It is also the parent company of Wuhan Tiger, a heavy vehicle, hydrogen fuel cell power-train 
company. This ecosystem allows Grove to support the development of not only hydrogen mobility 
but also the entire hydrogen vehicle industry. At the 2021 Shanghai Motor Show, Grove revealed that 
it is developing long range vehicles, with a first batch of cars capable of driving over 1,000 km on a 
single tank of fuel and taking only a few minutes to refuel. Grove has already received 3,500 orders 
for its hydrogen energy heavy-duty trucks (China University of Geoscience, 2021).
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Figure 31. Comparison of the most active patenting Chinese car manufacturers based on active 
patent portfolio data, 2010–2021. 
IGE, China’s leading group in terms of hydrogen vehicle production, development and maintenance, also 
leads in patent filings.
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Active patent portfolio development of the most active global truck manufacturers in fuel 
cells

In Europe, numerous announcements made in 2020 signal a greater effort in deploying fuel 
cell buses and trucks. Although almost every major manufacturer worldwide is working on the 
technology, only a few trucks and buses from Hyundai and Toyota are ready for series production. In 
2021, Hyundai delivered 46 heavy-duty trucks to Switzerland and expects to become the first global 
automaker to apply its fuel cell system to all its commercial vehicle models by 2028. A total 62 
companies, including Daimler, Iveco, Michelin, Shell and Total, have agreed to put 100,000 hydrogen 
trucks on the road throughout Europe by 2030 (Green Tech Media, 2020). Daimler Trucks is testing 
its GenH2 long-haul truck which uses liquid hydrogen to generate electric power from a fuel cell; the 
vehicle could be ready for use by 2027, if the hydrogen fuel infrastructure is ready (Daimler Trucks, 
2021). Iveco and Nikola have confirmed plans to launch hydrogen fuel cell trucks by the end of 
2023, as part of a deeper push into alternative fuels by the commercial vehicle industry in the U.S. 
market (Reuters, 2021a). To this end, Nikola has partnered with auto supplier Robert Bosch to jointly 
develop fuel cell technology for use in its semi-truck FCEV (Automotive World, 2021). In the Chinese 
market, Hyundai is starting out with hydrogen heavy trucks and will then move into passenger 
vehicles, aiming to have more than 30,000 FCEVs on Chinese roads within the next four years (China 
Daily, 2022).
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Figure 32. Comparison of the most active patenting global truck and commercial vehicles 
manufacturers based on active patent portfolio data, 2005–2021. 
Hyundai, which has already delivered hydrogen fuel cell-powered trucks to Switzerland, leads in 
patent filings.
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Meanwhile, Bosch is focusing on the growing market for the latest hydrogen megatrend – green 
hydrogen. The company believes European Union market will be worth almost 40 billion euros by 
2030, with annual growth rates of 65 percent (Fuel Cell Works, 2021a). Fuel cells convert hydrogen 
into electricity, and Bosch is developing both stationary and mobile fuel cell solutions. From 2021 
to 2024, the company plans to invest 1 billion euros in fuel cell technology – “Bosch is already H2-
ready” the CEO of Bosch has declared. 

Whereas the world’s biggest passenger vehicle manufacturers (VW by volume and Tesla by value) 
are directing their focus exclusively on BEVs, the second-largest, Toyota (plus Hyundai and some 
others), has put fuel cell vehicles at the core part of its strategy (Arthur D. Little, 2021). BMW, Daimler 
and GM have taken a middle path and chosen to manage a dual strategy.
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Active patent portfolio development of the leading global automotive producers in fuel cells

Figure 33. Active patent portfolios of the leading global automotive producers in fuel cells, 
2006–2021. 
By far the largest active patent portfolio in fuel cells belongs to the automaker Toyota.
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Active patent portfolio development of the leading global automotive producers of electric 
vehicles 

Figure 34. Active patent portfolios of the leading global automotive producers of electric vehicles, 
2005–2021. 
Toyota has the largest active patent portfolio among automotive producers in electric vehicles, similar to 
that in fuel cells.
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When comparing the patent portfolio development of the leading car manufacturers in fuel cells for 
electric vehicles (excluding hybrids), it becomes immediately obvious just how important electric 
vehicles are currently compared to fuel cell vehicles. Most manufacturers have at least three 
(Hyundai, BMW, Daimler), four (Toyota), five (Ford) or even 10 times more electric vehicle patents 
active in their portfolio than fuel cell patents. 

Based on current and declared future capacity, the IEA estimates that fuel cell manufacturing could 
enable a stock of 6 million FCEVs by 2030, satisfying around 40 percent of the need, according to 
the IEA Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario (IEA, 2021b).

Fuel cells as range extender

A realistic scenario for fuel cells in transport would seem to be as a cooperative solution with 
batteries rather than an alternative. In this scenario, fuel cells are used to generate – on-site or 
on-board – electricity with which to feed a battery likewise installed on-site, and this battery is 
what drives the vehicle. The fuel cell is a sort of range extender for the battery. The battery could 
be smaller and lighter than needed to meet full energy demand, while the fuel cell – be it hydrogen, 
methanol or ammonia – could be easily reloaded. Range extenders are specifically discussed in 
applications for commercial, heavy or long-distance cargo transport (see for example Wu et al., 
2019). 
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Figure 35.1 Patent example: MAN Truck patent application, WO2021148367. Utility vehicle having 
fuel cell device.

 
Figure 35.2 Patent example: Toyota, WO2018217835. Fuel cell vehicle with power modules.
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The ranking of the top companies in road applications corresponds to the above findings 
(Table 4). Toyota is top, with its 2,571 active patents in 2021 accounting for about 40 percent of 
the total patents held by the top five companies. The top 10 is comprised entirely of automotive 
manufacturers and suppliers, and is followed in 11th position by Panasonic, the highest ranking  
non-automotive player. 

No general trend can be discerned among the different players. Some manufacturers, such as 
GM, Nissan and Honda, have decreasing active patent portfolios and declining numbers of filings 
in recent years; others, such as Hyundai, Kia, VW and Volvo, have expanded their portfolios. New 
market entrants are IGE Wuhan, Zhengzhou Yutong Bus, and Weichai Power. 

Top companies in transport in road applications, active patent portfolio and filing 
development

Table 4. Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in road transport (left part of 
table) compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of table).
Leading players Toyota and Hyundai not only have the largest active patent portfolios but have also 
increased it in recent years.Top 20 companies in road transport, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Toyota 129 765 1,863 1,663 2,201 2,571 125 246 246 307 204

Hyundai 23 95 375 784 1,114 1,284 97 134 71 76 104

Honda 51 592 1,180 1,277 1,185 1,145 87 105 56 85 94

GM 35 237 596 775 759 665 21 21 24 16 10

VW Group 15 72 111 178 408 566 57 57 73 103 85

Kia 6 16 64 177 351 522 25 45 67 74 99

Nissan 69 712 597 612 600 506 54 35 20 13 13

IGE Wuhan 0 0 0 0 90 477 0 3 10 35 113

Bosch 46 86 120 222 265 379 19 22 31 47 71

Denso 21 187 218 232 266 295 19 27 43 30 31

Panasonic 55 204 281 282 257 259 15 17 22 19 24

BMW 5 24 47 89 236 235 31 56 62 14 15

Ford 8 56 112 179 234 208 22 22 26 17 11

LG Chem 0 9 56 111 167 167 14 20 12 7 0

FAW Group 0 0 0 55 78 149 0 0 4 8 56

Volvo 4 11 31 80 126 144 23 12 9 10 12

Weichai Power 0 0 0 1 46 134 1 0 5 12 78

Zhengzhou Yutong Bus 0 0 0 10 106 133 10 13 48 42 15

Suzuki 6 29 57 86 125 131 18 15 8 2 7

Daimler Truck 0 3 12 64 112 129 23 12 7 10 10

Source: www.econsight.com 

In the competitive environment shown in Figure 36, Toyota and Hyundai lead the field in terms of 
world share of fuel cells for road applications; furthermore, they have managed to increase their 
world share in recent years. In contrast, the companies immediately behind in the ranking, namely, 
Honda, GM and Nissan, have each been losing world share. Toyota and Hyundai can therefore be 
expected to extend their lead in this application in the coming years. VW Group, Kia and IGE Wuhan 
are three companies whose growth in the field is noteworthy. All three are catching up, and have 
recorded an increase in world share higher than either Toyota or Hyundai. 
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Top 10 companies’ world shares in road applications, 2015–2021 

Figure 36. World shares and change in world shares between 2015–2021 for the top 10 companies. 
Toyota leads the world in road applications, and has increased its share in the last few years.
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As Figure 36 shows, the world shares of Honda, GM and Nissan have all shrunk, whereas those of 
Toyota, Hyundai, VW Group, Kia and IGE Wuhan have grown.

Fuel cell application: shipping and marine vehicles

Shipping makes a significant contribution to global greenhouse gas emissions – around 2.5 percent 
– and a majority of ocean, coastal and inland vessels continue to run on heavy fuel oil and diesel, 
many even without exhaust gas treatment. Thus, the International Maritime Organization is 
targeting the decarbonization of maritime fuels, especially through the use hydrogen, methanol 
and ammonia. According to the Global Maritime Forum, to fully decarbonize international shipping 
by 2050, hydrogen and ammonia will be needed to help replace the 250–300 million tonnes of oil 
the industry burns every year (Bloomberg, 2021). Hydrogen-based fuels, particularly ammonia, are 
attracting attention for use in large sea-going vessels. Major industry stakeholders like Wärtsilä 
have announced plans to make 100 percent ammonia-fuelled maritime engines available as early 
as 2023, and to offer ammonia retrofit packages for existing vessels from 2025. According to the 
IEA Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario, ammonia meets 8 percent of total shipping fuel demand 
and hydrogen 2 percent. One of the largest manufacturers of marine engines, the MAN Group, is 
researching intensively into ammonia technologies (Market Research Telecast, 2021).

https://www.wartsila.com/media/news/14-07-2021-wartsila-launches-major-test-programme-towards-carbon-free-solutions-with-hydrogen-and-ammonia-2953362
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Maersk, on the other hand, is focusing on methanol-fueled ships (Bloomberg, 2021). New vessels 
built by Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. represent about 3 percent of Maersk’s total container 
capacity. These will replace older ships in the company’s fleet, saving about 1 million tonnes of CO2 
emissions a year. Maersk has the option for four more of the ships to be delivered in 2025. Shell 
will collaborate in a feasibility study trialing the use of hydrogen fuel cells to power ships, the first of 
its kind for the company. If successful, it would help pave the way for cleaner, hydrogen-powered 
shipping. Shell, which is the charterer of the trial vessel and the hydrogen fuel provider, is working 
together with SembCorp Marine Ltd and its wholly-owned subsidiary LMG Marin AS, which will 
design the fuel cell and retrofit the vessel, as well as Penguin International, the owner of the roll-on/
roll-off vessel (Shell, 2021). 

In 2022, ABB with leading experience in marine solution announced it is to join forces with Ballard 
Power, a company with expertise in the development of megawatt-scale fuel cell systems for land-
based use, to take the next step in making this technology available for larger vessels (ABB, 2022).

In 2021, AIDA Cruises was to be the first cruise company in the world to test fuel cells on a large 
passenger ship as part of the “Pa-X-ell2” research project on-board the AIDAnova (Carnival, 2021). 
In addition to AIDA Cruises (represented by Carnival Maritime GmbH), the Meyer Werft shipyard, 
Freudenberg Sealing Technologies and other partners are involved in a joint project funded by the 
German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure. The project’s objective is to find 
practical solutions for climate-neutral mobility across all shipping. The groundbreaking “Pa-X-ell2” 
project specifically aims to develop a decentralized energy network and a hybrid energy system with 
a new generation of fuel cells for use in ocean-going passenger vessels.

Although hydrogen fuel cells have been trialled on several short-distance vessels, they are not yet 
commercially available (Xing et al., 2021). However, the commercial operation of fuel cell ferries was 
expected to begin in 2021 in the U.S. and Norway. The Danish ferry shuttle firm DFDS hopes that 
by 2027 a new ship, Europa Seaways, will operate between Copenhagen and Oslo, powered by 
compressed hydrogen and emitting only clean water (Wired, 2021). 

Major retailers, including Amazon and IKEA, are beginning to clean up their shipping pollution. In 
2021, a group of companies pledged that by 2040 it will only contract ships using zero-carbon fuels 
to move freight (The Verge, 2021).

https://www.sfexaminer.com/news/are-hydrogen-fueled-ferries-a-climate-solution-for-san-francisco-bay/
https://hydrogen-central.com/lmg-marin-first-hydrogen-powered-ferry-delivered-norwegian-owner-norled/
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Active patent portfolio development of the most active global ship manufacturers in fuel 
cells

Figure 37. Active patent portfolios of the most active global ship manufacturers in fuel cells,  
2005–2021.
Republic of Korea shipping manufacturers lead in the number of active patents. In contrast to road and 
rail, Chinese companies have no significant active patent portfolios.
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The top patent applicant within the patent data set is Daewoo Shipbuilding (Figure 37), whose 
patent portfolio is more than twice that of the second highest patent applicant, KSOE (HKorea 
Shipbuilding). Interest from some of the major companies in the field is reflected in the patent data 
set, with Wärtsilä, MAN, and Maersk featuring as top patent applicants, yet having very small patent 
portfolios. 

Unlike for road and rail, Chinese companies are not active in applications related to shipping and 
marine vehicles. China Shipbuilding is the leading player in China in terms of patent filings and has 
been filing more patents recently and is the only Chinese company in the top five. 
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Top 10 companies in shipping applications, 2015–2021 

Figure 38. World share of active patents by company compared to all players in the field versus 
the change in world share between 2015–2021. 
Toyota and Hyundai have the largest shares in patent applications in shipping, but whereas Toyota’s active 
portfolio decreased between 2015–2021, Hyundai’s increased during the same period. 
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The active patent portfolios of the top patent applicants show Toyota and Hyundai have the largest 
world shares in the field of fuel cell shipping applications, but with differing dynamics during the 
period 2015–2021, when Toyota’s contracted slightly while Hyundai’s grew by more than 3 percent. 
Apart from Kia in third place, the other dynamic companies in the field are the shipping specialists 
Daewoo Shipbuilding, Samsung Heavy Industries and KSOE (Korea Shipbuilding). 
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Figure 39.1 Patent example: Wärtsilä, WO2020182308. A fuel tank arrangement in a marine vessel 
and a method of relieving hydrogen from a liquid tank arrangement.

 
Figure 39.2 Patent example: MTU Friedrichshafen, now Rolls-Royce Solutions, WO2021185707. 
Control device and method for operating a fuel cell, fuel cell having a control device of this type, 
and vehicle having a fuel cell of this type. 
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Figure 39.3 Patent example: China Shipbuilding Group, Hudong Zhonghua Shipbuilding Group, 
CN112572172. Hydrogen fuel cell electric propulsion for a large container ship.

The top two companies in shipping, as in other applications, are Toyota and Hyundai (Table 5). 
However, it is noteworthy that Toyota’s lead in shipping is not so pronounced as it is in the 
other applications, but instead on par with Hyundai. Also, the special requirements for shipping 
applications are reflected in the composition of the top 20 companies. Daewoo Shipbuilding, 
Samsung Heavy Industries, KSOE (Korea Shipbuilding), China Shipbuilding Group and Naval Group 
are all shipping specialists that have moved into fuel cell technologies and built significant portfolios. 
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Top companies in transport in shipping applications, active patent portfolio and filing 
development

Table 5. Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in shipping (left part of table) 
compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of table). 
Toyota and Hyundai lead in active portfolios in shipping applications, with double the number of patents 
of the third-placed company, Kia.Top 20 companies in shipping, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Toyota 17 88 553 481 564 603 14 42 30 49 18

Hyundai 1 3 88 306 526 597 70 66 33 46 38

Kia 0 0 24 89 197 272 20 24 33 45 38

Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering 0 1 8 75 159 189 48 39 23 25 15

Honda 5 34 149 177 154 142 2 13 1 9 4

Samsung Heavy Industries 0 0 2 77 111 130 21 14 8 17 3

KSOE Korea 0 1 1 14 92 90 61 14 3 9 8

GM 3 14 32 58 78 72 7 4 8 5 1

State Grid Corp 0 11 62 62 63 66 0 1 0 0 0

SinoFuelCell 0 22 112 87 63 63 0 0 0 0 0

Bosch 2 8 10 16 22 55 4 1 3 3 21

Thyssenkrupp 2 11 20 29 43 47 5 4 4 1 2

Denso 4 74 88 86 48 44 1 1 0 2 1

China Shipbuilding Group 0 0 0 2 15 44 1 1 3 2 10

Boeing 0 1 12 29 41 39 5 2 4 2 0

VW Group 1 8 12 23 29 36 1 2 2 4 5

Airbus Group 0 4 15 29 24 30 1 0 0 3 4

Siemens Energy 2 11 14 26 30 28 2 3 1 3 1

GE 4 5 18 27 29 28 4 6 0 2 1

Naval Group 0 10 19 26 27 27 0 0 0 4 3

Source: www.econsight.com Source: WIPO, based on patent data from Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

Fuel cell application: aviation and above-ground vehicles

The commercial aviation sector is facing an ongoing challenge of reconciling increasingly stringent 
environmental regulations and emissions commitments with an anticipated growth in passenger 
demand. Momentum in hydrogen for aviation applications has been re-energized after many 
years dormant due to technical challenges, the most fundamental of which for hydrogen fuel cell 
aircraft is weight. Fuel cells are therefore often only considered for on-board electrification rather 
than propulsion. The same situation applies to spacecraft. NASA has in the past used fuel cells 
for electrification on-board spacecraft, but not for propulsion. NASA has, however, used hydrogen 
directly to propel rockets without the need to convert to electrical power (NASA, 2021a).
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In 2020, Airbus took the first major step in this direction, releasing an ambitious plan for developing 
novel hydrogen aircraft concepts, called ZEROe, for carrying up to 200 passengers and a range 
of 3,700 km, with the goal of having a commercial aircraft available by 2035 (Airbus, 2020). Airbus 
said it selected the A380, the world’s largest passenger plane, because it had room enough to store 
the necessary liquid hydrogen tanks and other equipment and could fly in 2026. The manufacturer 
is working with engine-maker CFM International, a joint venture between GE and France’s Safran 
(CNBC, 2022).

Airbus did, however, also report to the European Union that most airliners will continue to rely 
on traditional jet engines up until at least 2050, with zero-emission hydrogen planes likely to be 
principally confined to regional and shorter-range aircraft from 2035 (Reuters, 2021b).

In addition, Boeing recently partnered with Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization to publish a roadmap for hydrogen in the aviation industry. This considered 
what are the opportunities for hydrogen use in aircraft, as well as airport applications, and ruled 
out hydrogen being used on a significant scale before 2050 (Reuters, 2021b; CSIRO, 2021). In 2021, 
GE Aviation and Safran launched an innovation development program for sustainable engines, 
extending their partnership until 2050 (Fuel Cell Works, 2021b).

Chinese companies are not similarly active in aviation as they are in road or rail, or in niche areas 
such as drones. Some suppliers address the field, but none of the larger aircraft players is among 
the top ranks.

Several smaller companies, such as Universal Hydrogen and ZeroAvia, are working on hydrogen 
aircraft solutions for short-distance flights. Backed by investors that include the venture capital arms 
of Airbus, Toyota and JetBlue, Universal Hydrogen recently raised funds to ramp up industrially 
and accelerate toward a first test flight in 2022 (Businesswire, 2021). Its aim is to speed up the 
introduction of hydrogen for smaller regional airplanes by 2025, replacing turboprop systems with 
fuel cells fed by modular hydrogen capsules. Hydrogen aviation company ZeroAvia has announced 
its biggest zero-emissions hydrogen aircraft yet – a 76-seat airliner to be built with Alaska Airlines 
it is hoping to fly in 2023 –, as well as a first commercial hydrogen-powered flight between London 
and Rotterdam in 2024 (New Atlas, 2021).

Experts say the high cost of hydrogen, the challenges of storing and super-cooling the gas and 
building a reliable and widespread supply system, as well as certification, must all be addressed. 
However, in view of the fact that bringing a new airplane to market can take up to between five and 
seven years of design, development and production, the CEO of Universal Hydrogen has said that 
decisions need to made by the late 2020s in order to enter the market by mid-2030s (Reuters, 2022).

Airbus is leading the field, with a slight reduction in its patent portfolio in 2016, but having filed 
increasing numbers of applications over all in the last few years. Boeing, Safran, Ratheon, GE, 
Rolls-Royce and small newcomers, such as Zeroavia or H2Fly, are behind Airbus in the ranking, but 
following a generally upward trend (Figure 40).

While the direct use of hydrogen in commercial aviation is not expected to become commercially 
viable until the mid-2030s, or later, hydrogen-based synthetic kerosene used as a drop-in fuel 
for existing aircraft could come on the market by 2030. A first flight using synthetic kerosene was 
carried out by KLM in the Netherlands in February 2021 (KLM, 2021). According to the IEA Net Zero 
Emissions by 2050 Scenario, synthetic kerosene will meet more than 1.6 percent of aviation fuel 
demand by 2030 (IEA, 2021b).

Besides general commercial aviation, there are also quite a few patents describing fuel cells in 
other above-ground technologies. Drones and personal flying cars (PFVs), vertical take-off and 
landing (VTOL) craft, high-altitude platforms (HAPs) and satellites have already been described and 
claimed in patents. Most of these applications are as yet market niches, but expected to grow in 
the coming years. In the case of satellites, we have seen that NASA used fuel cells in the 1960s. As 
flying cars have been investigated and patented to a quite remarkable degree, it is little wonder that 
fuel cells have already been used, at least optionally, by car manufacturers. 
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Active patent portfolio development of the most active aviation companies

Figure 40. Active patent portfolios of the most active aviation companies, 2005–2021.
The leader, Airbus Group, has almost double the active patent portfolio of the second player, Safran.
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Figure 41. Example: Metro Aviation (which has acquired Applicant Alakai Technologies), 
WO2020257646. Lightweight high power density fault-tolerant fuel cell system. Method and 
apparatus for clean fuel electric aircraft.
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The top players in the field are Hyundai and Toyota, each with an active patent portfolio of more 
than 500 patent families in 2021. The top 10 also contains many aviation specialists such as Airbus, 
Safran, Boeing and Raytheon Technologies (Table 6). However, it should be emphasized that hardly 
any of the players in the top 20 have any significant momentum in patent development. Apart from 
Hyundai and Kia, almost all competitors are stagnating, the exceptions being Safran, Raytheon, VW 
Group and Bosch, though all four are still at a comparatively low patent level. Interestingly, there 
is quite a lot of new activity visible at Airbus, but only since about 2019, which is in line with their 
proclaimed strategy.

Top 20 companies in transport in aviation applications, active patent portfolio and filing 
development

Table 6. Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in aviation (left part of table) 
compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of table).
As seen in other areas, Hyundai and Toyota again lead in active patent portfolios in aviation.Top 20 companies in aviation, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Hyundai 1 1 78 289 500 570 68 62 33 45 37

Toyota 4 76 527 428 477 519 11 28 23 43 23

Kia 0 0 24 85 190 264 20 21 33 45 37

Airbus Group 4 23 82 156 137 155 5 6 6 10 21

Honda 0 4 96 130 115 109 1 10 2 9 3

GM 0 18 42 85 102 97 7 4 10 3 6

Safran 0 2 7 47 70 75 9 12 8 5 6

Boeing 2 7 27 49 67 69 6 5 6 4 1

Raytheon Technologies 9 7 5 14 28 46 3 3 4 5 8

VW Group 0 6 6 11 26 40 6 3 5 6 9

GE 0 7 13 28 40 39 9 7 5 3 1

Bosch 0 5 9 10 18 37 3 3 2 4 13

Shanghai Hydrogen 0 0 0 4 46 30 8 11 30 0 0

Denso 0 2 8 17 30 29 5 4 2 4 1

Nissan 2 22 31 21 28 28 1 5 6 2 0

Intelligent Energy 0 2 22 23 25 22 3 0 1 0 1

Ford 0 0 2 6 17 20 0 4 5 2 3

StradVision 0 0 0 0 2 20 0 0 0 2 11

Textron 1 2 2 2 11 18 0 1 7 6 7

Rolls-Royce 0 3 4 8 14 18 2 2 2 1 5

Source: www.econsight.com 
Source: WIPO, based on patent data from Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

The stagnating patent development of most players dominates the competitive environment. 
Hyundai and Kia have advanced an already exceptional competitive position with increases in 
their world shares above three percentage points in recent years at the expense of almost all other 
players (Figure 42). Since we measure share development over a five-year period, Airbus continues 
to be on the left, decreasing side. Their recent activity will have therefore only alter the world share 
dynamic in a future analysis, if recent activity results in more solid trend.
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Top 10 companies in aviation applications, world shares and change in world shares, 2015–
2021 

Figure 42. World share of active patents by company in the field of aviation compared to all 
players in the field versus the change of this world share between 2015–2021. 
Although Hyundai and Toyota have world leading shares, Hyundai's has increased in the last few years 
whereas Toyota’s has decreased. 
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Source: WIPO, based on patent data from Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

Fuel cell application: rail and track vehicles

In rail and track vehicles, new applications are gaining in popularity. Alstom led the way in Europe, 
completing a successful 18-month trial of two trains in Germany in 2020 (Alstom, 2020a). In 2021, 
Alstom announced further plans to introduce fuel cell trains in Austria and Italy (CleanTechnica, 
2021). This has resulted in orders for at least 41 units in Germany and six in Italy to be put into 
service between 2021 and 2022 (Alstom, 2020b, 2020c). 

Other European companies in France (SNCF, 2021), Germany (Siemens Mobility, 2021), Spain (CAF, 
2021) and the United Kingdom (Railway Technology, 2021) have either started working with Alstom 
or are developing and testing their own fuel cell train models, with the objective of replacing diesel 
trains on non-electrified routes. In Germany, Siemens Mobility and Deutsche Bahn have started 
developing hydrogen-powered fuel cell trains and a filling station which will be trialed in 2024 
(Reuters, 2020b). Scotland set a 2035 decarbonization goal for its passenger rail system in 2021 
and started a fuel cell train initiative spearheaded by the recently established firm Arcola Energy 
(CleanTechnica, 2021). 

Outside Europe, countries such as China, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea and the U.S. are 
also showing interest in hydrogen fuel cell trains. In addition to passenger trains, hydrogen trams 
and line-haul and switching locomotives are in various stages of development and deployment.
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Active patent portfolios of leading railroad and track-side active players, claiming rail or 
track applications in relation to fuel cells 

Figure 43. Active patent portfolios of leading railroad and track-side active players, claiming rail 
or track applications in relation to fuel cells, 2005–2021.
Chinese players are growing their portfolios, while most others have either a fairly stable or even a 
shrinking portfolio. 
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Patents describing optional rail or track-side applications are commonly found for many automotive 
players, since track and road applications can overlap tramway applications or applications 
in industrial zones. Therefore, without being active in the railroad applications market, car 
manufacturers are nevertheless among the overall leading players in terms of patents in the field. 

Hydrogen trains in the main are expected to replace diesel on railway lines uneconomical to electrify 
due to relatively low utilization, constituting 2 percent of rail energy consumption by 2030 according 
to the IEA Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario (IEA, 2021b).

Top 20 player analysis shows no exceptionally strong players, unlike the other applications analyzed 
(Table 7). Toyota is in the lead, followed by four players who are par with each other, each with 
an active patent portfolio of around 100 patent families in 2021. The aforementioned specialist 
CRRC Group is in second place, but most players are from the automotive industry. It can also be 
seen that a lack of dynamics in applications in general also applies to most of the top 20 players. 
Only a very few players, such as Toyota, VW Group or CRRC, have significantly expanding patent 
portfolios. Several other train manufacturers, such as Siemens and Alstom, have also increased the 
size of their patent portfolios, but nevertheless they remain small overall.
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Top 20 companies in transport in rail applications, active patent portfolio and filing 
development

Table 7. Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in rail and track vehicles (left 
part of table) compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of 
table). 
Apart from CRRC Group, most of the leading players are from the automotive industry. Top 20 companies in rail, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Toyota 3 19 80 74 94 117 7 7 9 20 8

CRRC Group 0 0 1 22 61 88 9 17 16 8 10

GM 1 24 28 37 41 41 4 1 6 2 3

VW Group 2 3 5 11 31 41 4 8 9 3 8

Honda 3 16 31 41 37 33 4 2 1 2 0

Hyundai 3 2 5 18 28 32 1 2 0 1 4

Hitachi 18 23 28 28 22 22 0 0 0 1 0

Siemens 4 6 9 11 8 19 0 0 0 8 6

Bosch 3 5 8 7 11 18 1 1 3 2 5

GE 1 7 17 19 18 17 1 1 0 4 0

Ford 0 2 4 7 18 17 2 4 2 3 0
State Power Investment
Group 0 0 0 0 12 16 0 0 0 12 0

Alstom 3 5 4 3 8 15 3 1 0 3 2

Kia 0 0 2 5 10 15 0 2 0 1 4

Murata Manufacturing 0 1 1 10 14 14 2 1 2 0 0

Toray 1 9 13 16 14 13 0 0 0 0 0

Toshiba 8 7 12 11 11 12 0 2 1 0 2

Volvo 0 2 5 8 9 12 1 1 2 2 0

Nissan Motor 1 17 17 14 14 11 0 0 2 1 0

Daimler Truck 0 0 1 4 8 11 1 1 2 2 0

Source: www.econsight.com 
Source: WIPO, based on patent data from Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

The competitive environment shows Toyota has been able to extend its lead significantly in recent 
years. The aforementioned CRRC Group and VW Group were likewise able to increase their world 
shares, but to a lesser degree than Toyota. Due to the general lack of a dynamic development in 
applications, small absolute increases in patent portfolios result in appreciable increases in world 
shares when compared to the static competition. 
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Top 10 companies in rail applications, 2015–2021 

Figure 44. World share of active patents by company compared to all players in the field of rail in 
2021 and change to this world share between 2015–2021. 
Toyota again leads in the share of active patent portfolio and has increased its share in the last few years. 
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Fuel cell application: special vehicles

Special vehicles is a group of vehicles designed for special applications or specific tasks. Typically, 
they are commercial vehicles produced in smaller numbers, often for defined and closed working 
environments, such as airports, harbors or construction sites. Furthermore, many of the smaller 
players and SMEs are successfully addressing these niche markets, paving the way for newer 
technologies such as fuel cells. Furthermore, special vehicles are often the ideal candidates for 
SME partnerships comprising fuel cell producers, integrators and special vehicles manufacturers. 
Examples of such players are Gaussin.com (fuel cell airport tugs) together with Plug Power; Nuvera.
com (part of Hyster-Yale) with their integrator Simply Hydrogen in China; and Infintium (a U.S. 
company that in March 2021 started building a fuel cell fork-lift factory in China) and GlobeFuelCell.
com, a spin-off from Mercedes-Benz. It is especially the case in the field of special vehicles that 
many of the small players do not have many of their own patents, but instead sometimes license 
patents from universities or integrate parts from other fuel cell suppliers. Their footprint in the patent 
landscape is therefore rather small, as yet.

At the same time, large manufacturers like Kion, Caterpillar, Yanmar, Komatsu, Hitachi and Toyota 
Industries are similarly active in the field – an indication of its obvious large market potential in the 
future. Altogether, we expect there to be a noticeable growth in patent activity in this field over the 
years to come, in line with an expected roll-out of an increasing number of fuel cell special vehicles 
onto the market.

http://Gaussin.com
http://Nuvera.com
http://Nuvera.com
http://GlobeFuelCell.com
http://GlobeFuelCell.com
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Active patent portfolio development of most active players in special vehicles

Figure 45. Active patent portfolios of the most active players in special vehicles, 2005–2021. 
Several large manufactures, which do not feature in other application areas, are the players with the most 
active patent portfolios in special vehicles. 
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Figure 46.1. Patent example: Plug Power, also a partner of Gaussin, WO2019213351. Fuel cell tank.
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Figure 46.2. Patent example: Nuvera (partner of Simply Hydrogen, Shanghai), WO2011049975. 
Battery state-of-charge management method.

 
Figure 46.3. Patent example: Toyota, US 11142441. Industrial vehicle.
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Figure 46.4. Patent example: Infintium, US 20150056529. Forklift fuel cell supply system.

The top 20 players are – as is the case for the other transportation application areas – once again 
led by Toyota (Table 8). Most players in the field have a rather small patent portfolio due to the 
specialized nature of the technology. The active patent portfolios of the two top companies, Toyota 
and Toyota Industries, exceed in size the cumulated patent portfolios of the next 10 players. Apart 
from automotive companies, some specialist players with small but very dynamic portfolios, such 
as Michelin, are among the top five. Other specialist players, namely Bloom Energy, Kion Group and 
Komatsu, are similarly small in size, but in their case not very dynamic, with the exception of Carrier, 
which has increased an as yet small portfolio remarkably. It is also worth noting that some ship 
manufacturers, such as Daewoo, are active in special (harbor) vehicles, too.
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Top 20 companies in transport in special vehicles applications, active patent portfolio and 
filing development

Table 8. Active patent portfolios of the leading 20 players in fuel cells in special vehicles (left part 
of table) compared to recent patent filing activity (all patents, active and inactive, right part of 
table). 
In contrast to other application areas, patent portfolios are smaller in special vehicles. Top 20 companies in special vehicles, active patent portfolio and �ling development

Company Active patent portfolios 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 2021 ' 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Toyota 3 4 27 29 61 100 4 6 7 19 22

Toyota Industries 9 6 22 44 60 91 4 7 8 15 16

VW Group 3 2 4 11 17 24 1 0 4 5 4

Michelin 3 5 6 5 14 22 0 0 2 6 7

Bosch 5 3 7 9 14 20 1 1 4 2 4

GE 1 6 13 21 23 18 2 2 0 0 0

Honda 0 6 11 16 13 16 0 3 0 5 1

GM 1 7 15 18 15 15 0 0 0 4 0

Hyundai 2 2 6 12 15 15 0 2 0 1 0

Hitachi 21 18 14 16 14 14 2 0 0 0 0

Volvo 1 5 11 15 11 13 1 0 1 3 0

Panasonic 3 9 12 9 11 13 0 1 0 2 2

Bloom Energy 0 0 1 7 9 12 1 0 0 2 1

Carrier 0 1 3 2 5 12 0 2 0 1 7

Kion Group 0 9 13 17 13 11 1 1 0 1 0

Tianjin Xinqing Power Tech 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0

Komatsu 13 12 2 10 10 9 1 2 0 0 0

Beijing Zhiyang Cloud
Technology

0 0 0 11 9 9 0 0 0 0 0

Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering

0 0 0 7 10 9 1 3 1 1 0

FJ Dynamics Tech 0 0 0 0 5 9 0 0 0 9 0

Source: www.econsight.com 
Source: WIPO, based on patent data from Lexis Nexis PatentSight up to March 2022.

The competitive environment shows Toyota and Toyota Industries in front of the field by a long 
distance and able to extend their lead through the large increases in the world share they have 
enjoyed in recent years. Michelin, Bosch and VW Group are the only three other players to have 
increased their world shares. By contrast, the smaller top 10 players have seen shares decrease 
with stagnating patent portfolios. What is more, the overall gains made in global shares were lower 
than those made by the two leading players, meaning the gap between Toyota and Toyota Industries 
and their competitors has widened during the period in question.
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Figure 47. World share of active patents by company compared to all players in the field of special 
vehicles and the change in this world share between 2015–2021. 
Toyota has the highest increase in world share by over 4 percent, followed by Toyota Industries, while the 
rest of the players are concentrated between roughly the same world share.
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Continuing growth in the hydrogen transportation industry depends on many factors, prominent 
among which are increasing technological maturity, a significant reduction in the cost of renewable 
energy and an increasing acceptance of its potential in achieving decarbonization targets. Until 
now, the challenge of transitioning hydrogen from research and development to commercial reality 
has largely related to economics and infrastructure. As a consequence, for a long time hydrogen 
transportation applications have remained within the realm of early prototypes.

This chapter provides insights gleaned from current projections for the future of hydrogen fuel cell 
transportation and the landscape ahead. Five main criteria – technology readiness level, commercial 
viability, customer benefit, need for action and future drivers – will be the subject of analysis. 
This goes beyond the typical time scope of patent analysis and aligns the findings described 
in the previous chapters with an analysis of relevant news and quarterly financial reporting 
information, proclamations and other non-patent disclosures. The evaluation of technology 
readiness, commercial viability, customer benefit and need for action from available sources 
outside patents aims to complement the patent landscape with the news landscape and the stories 
described therein.

The future of fuel 
cell technologies 
in transport
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Figure 48. Brief technology assessment of hydrogen technologies in transport. (See Glossary for 
a detailed description of the five assessments.) 
Different types of assessments give an estimation of the future of hydrogen technologies in transport. 
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Technology readiness level (TRL)

The technological advances of the last three years have shown the first hydrogen fuel cells 
prototypes with commercial applications in transportation to be a minimum viable product 
(corresponding to a TRL 7 in the related NASA model scale ranging from 1 to 9, explained in 
the glossary). In particular, Toyota’s landmark passenger vehicle Mirai has served as a technical 
demonstration that a 1,360 km trip is possible on a single tank of hydrogen taking five minutes 
to fill. Strenuous efforts by Toyota and Hyundai in buses and trucks have already resulted in first 
deliveries, although series production is not expected until later. First tests have been carried 
out in shipping for ferries and cruise ships, although short-distance fuel cell vessels are not as 
yet commercially available. Aviation applications will require a few more years until they reach 
the technological maturity of road and ship applications, despite first test flights having been 
announced for 2022 by Universal Hydrogen. On the other hand, rail and track applications have 
proved to be applicable in real environments since 2020. Trains from Alstom, for instance, are 
to be put into service sometime in 2022, but other rail and track companies have indicated that 
commercial maturity will come later. Analysis of the patent landscape indicates an increasing 
number of inventions with new technological advancements, not only in regard to the product but 
also on the process side to reduce manufacturing and material costs.

Patent perspective

Patenting in the field of fuel cells has a long history stretching back to even before 1960. Generally, 
patents follow a set pattern as a technology reaches maturity. First, general procedures are claimed, 
followed by an intensive search for ingredients and elements. New designs and alternatives are 
developed and spur even more inventive activity. At a certain stage of development it is expected 
market opportunities will come into play and the number of applications patents, as well as 
production process patents, start to grow. In reality, the technology is often well in advance of 
market readiness. We can see in the fuel cells patent development a typical period of high hopes 
(2005), followed by a huge depression (2010), followed by further hype raising expectations even 
higher. Currently, the field is buoyed by a second wave of high expectations and increased patenting 
activity in relation to applications, such as for cars, trucks, ships and special vehicles. At the same 
time, a growing number of patents are appearing related to process and automation, as well as fuel 
cell management, supervising and steering. Also, we see the first rise in fuel cell recycling. 

All in all, the patent development demonstrates clearly we are in the middle of the market 
development of a technically advanced technology. All news or voluntary disclosures made by 
companies around the globe match perfectly the patent landscape, in the form of strategic decision 
either to fully embrace the technology or simply stay away. However, we can also see that even 
those companies intending to stay away (for now) have not put a complete stop to research and 
development, as reflected on their continued related patenting activity. 

Patents are usually considered as highlighting the near future, with inventions typically having a 
timeline of between two and five years from invention filing to market entrance, depending on the 
technology. Market and business strategies aim for success within the next one to two years and 
are often two to three years ahead of the patent strategy. As a result, and from what we can tell 
from the analysis of patent development and news on fuel cells in transportation, we might see 
remarkable development in the very near future. However, in the view of the late-stage development 
of the technology and its high degree of maturity, factors such as infrastructure, political decision-
making and global uncertainties leave us unsure about when this will happen. One thing is certain 
in mind is that when it comes to the decarbonization of one of the largest climate gas contributors, 
namely, the transportation of goods and people, there are very few realistic options other than 
hydrogen in the long term.
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Commercial viability

As technological maturity rises, companies face the challenge to mass-producing hydrogen 
transportation applications. Since carbon emission targets are determined for each application 
area, the source of hydrogen needs to be green and must be produced by renewable energy. 
Next to clean hydrogen, infrastructure need to have charging stations in place so that consumers 
can access to hydrogen for refueling cars and taxis, trucks, ships, trains and aircraft. Moreover, 
the cost of fuel cells is currently high and needs to be reduced through material improvements 
and manufacturing process optimization. The implications of further technological advances, 
improvement in infrastructure and factors like CO2 pricing, have led companies – especially in 
the automotive and truck industry – to anticipate commercial viability anytime from 2025 to 2030. 
Due to higher amortization cycles, greater cost reductions and further research and development, 
the shipping industry project is expecting commercial viability sometime around 2040. The same 
applies for aviation applications, although short-distance aircraft and hydrogen-based synthetic 
kerosene could start becoming commercially viable a decade earlier at around 2030. Based on 
the latest announcements in the rail and track industry, it is expected hydrogen transportation 
will be commercially available sometime between 2025–2030. However, should expectations 
be raised regarding, for instance, the learning curves of technological advancements, how 
quickly infrastructure is installed, the level of subsidies in hydrogen transport, increasing CO2 
prices or investment volumes, companies can be expected to modify what they have already 
announced accordingly.

Customer benefits and problems

Compared to battery electric applications, fuel cell applications have advantages for customers 
with regard to a longer distance travelled on a tank of fuel and shorter charging cycles. However, 
to make these commercially available, there are specific challenges to be overcome. For instance, 
charging a fuel cell vehicle will have to take no more than three to five minutes, a similar amount of 
time to gasoline vehicles. Compared to BEVs, fuel cell vehicles currently charge 8–10 times faster. 
Hydrogen fuel cells have a far greater energy storage density than lithium-ion batteries, offering 
a significant range advantage for electric vehicles while also being lighter and occupying less 
space. The fuel cell-based Toyota Mira has currently nearly twice the range of the Lucid Air BEV. 
But the pricing for a fuel cell vehicle is currently quite high and unaffordable in the broader context. 
The most affordable BEV costs around 24,000 euros, whereas a basic Toyota Mirai costs around 
63,000 euros, making fuel cell vehicles 2.5 times more expensive than BEVs at today’s prices. There 
are, however, other related topics to explore more fully, such as safety (Bethoux, 2020). 

In aviation, companies are working on advances in light-weight storage tanks and cryogenic cooling 
systems in order to exploit hydrogen’s high energy density. Short-range and unmanned flying craft 
are closer to realization, since they demand smaller amounts of an energy carrier.

The storage of hydrogen is as much of a challenge for maritime shipping as it is for aviation. More 
testing is needed on the safety aspects of the handling, storage and bunkering of hydrogen on large 
vessels. In shipping, lively discussion is underway on the use of liquid ammonia as fuel of choice, 
which fits well with the industrial infrastructure currently available at harbors.
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Need for action

To get transportation on track in Net Zero scenarios, the implementation of a broad set of policies, 
technological advancements and new markets are crucial. Hydrogen technology is a viable solution 
to decarbonizing a transportation sector currently responsible for one-quarter of direct CO2 
emission from combustible fuel. Since hydrogen has advantages in terms of the storage of long-
term energy, dilutes dependency on fossil fuels and is a viable energy source complying with future 
climate targets, companies and governments wanting to build on these advantages as a first mover 
could be expected to act now.

Future drivers

It has been decades since hydrogen was first proposed as a primary source of clean energy. 
Thanks to advances in several key technologies, the time for this abundant gas to contribute to the 
fight against climate change may have finally arrived. But the level of expectation and hype is high, 
and there are still many technological, economic and policy challenges to be met before hydrogen 
can offer a truly cost-effective way of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. If hydrogen is to realize 
its full potential, it must become less expensive and more efficient to produce, distribute and use. To 
achieve this goal, two key drivers need to play a part, namely, economics and politics.

Economic drivers

If the hydrogen economy is to become a reality, companies and stakeholders throughout the 
ecosystem need to take action. Moving to a zero-emissions future represents a massive challenge 
for the energy and transportation industries, including automotive, aviation, shipping and rail. 
The electrification of the transportation sector by introducing alternative power trains and their 
related energy concept is becoming a choice between battery and fuel cell applications. Although 
complementary in many ways, the enormous investments in research and development, production 
and infrastructure required by both, combined with what is required to manage a scale-up, means 
making the wrong decision could potentially endanger the future of established companies across 
application areas and regions. It is likely that investments will pay out for one of the two alternatives 
in the respective application areas, but only if they are able to achieve scale. Advantages in scaling 
will be burdensome to catch up with.

The choice of alternatives for replacing fossil fuel divides the automotive industry, including 
passenger cars and trucks. Whereas the world’s largest manufacturers (by volume and value), 
Volkswagen Group and Tesla, are focusing solely on BEVs, the second largest, Toyota, as well as 
companies such as Hyundai, GWM and some others, have made fuel cell vehicles core to their 
business strategy. The divide in strategies is quite controversial – and contentious: Elon Musk 
of Tesla has described hydrogen as “staggeringly dumb.” However, even a dual strategy like the 
one pursued by companies such as BMW, Daimler and GM can create risk, if it dilutes the focus, 
development speed and scale required for success. That said, although pursuing a dual strategy 
could prove capital-intensive and far more complex to manage than simply focusing on one, it 
could nevertheless pay out in terms of knowing where best to apply either of the two power-train 
technologies. 

Anticipating the question as to which automotive application is likely to be most suitable for 
hydrogen-powered fuel cell vehicles, heavy-duty trucks is the most obvious application for initial 
deployment. Moreover, the large scale and diversity of the truck market is such that it could also 
act as enabler to passenger vehicle applications. Observing this trend will be decisive for the whole 
sector. 

However, if both battery electric and fuel cell vehicle applications attain equivalent capabilities 
in terms of lifetime, range, handling of cold weather, vibration and refueling/recharging times, 
and further assuming there will be an equivalent degree of regulation for both, three decisive 
factors remain:
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 – Infrastructure needs to be built up. Charging times are critical, especially for commercial 
vehicles, be they trucks, buses or taxis. Every minute a vehicle is off the road, it is losing money. 
Thus, minimizing charging time is vital for the electrification of the transportation sector.

 
– Autonomous driving is expected to gain market share during this decade and has the 

transformative potential to disrupt current business models. In the context of a circular economy, 
where people tend to use a car instead of owning one, technologies that avoid high maintenance 
and have a long-range capability are more significant. 

– The payload also needs to be considered when making decisions, if high-energy demands and 
long-range requirements play a critical role.

From this we can conclude that a hydrogen economy is likely to develop with competitive pricing 
independent of the automotive industry, and that BEVs will be impacted by relatively high charging 
prices due to increasing generation costs, high infrastructure investments and competitive market 
dynamics. 

That said, there are, of course, additional factors that come into play, such as potential advances in 
related technology areas like solid-state batteries (IEEE Spectrum, 2021; EPO and IEA, 2020), new 
regulatory bodies and decisions taken on the use of nuclear energy, which could all impact local 
energy generation and the wider use of hydrogen.

Political drivers

Besides the economic factors, government, policymakers and regulators all have a crucial role to 
play in decarbonizing the transportation sector. Examples from Europe, China and the Republic of 
Korea show hydrogen to be a key element in strategies designed to reach zero emissions by 2050. 
Continued support through direct subsidies and policy changes will underpin the production and 
use of green hydrogen in applications where hydrogen offers the greatest potential for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. However, although many of the strategies for adopting hydrogen 
technologies focus on the deployment of hydrogen production, only a few place an emphasis 
on the use of hydrogen. If hydrogen use is not promoted for applications like long-distance 
transport, shipping, aviation and further industrial applications, companies are less likely to direct 
their focus toward hydrogen. Today, green hydrogen is more costly to use than fossil fuels. Some 
countries are choosing to impose higher carbon prices in order to close this commercial viability 
gap, making decarbonizing the transport sector through hydrogen use attractive to investors and 
companies alike.

Current projections provide insights into limiting global warming to 1.5°C or as close as possible, 
a target backed by the Paris Agreement and in line with dire warnings in the UN Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) special report published in 2021, and which requires further efforts 
be made (IPCC, 2021). A 1.5°C pathway demands a rapid and global transformation of energy 
systems in support of a 6 percent annual emissions reduction. This can only be realized through 
greater investment in green technology, a significant increase in the use of renewable power sources 
and the electrification of just about everything. The path from 2°C to a 1.5°C scenario means that 
far greater solar and wind capacity has to be part of the solution by 2030 – hydrogen could serve 
as a fourth pillar in a solar, wind and hydro-powered world. Faster cost reductions and the early 
commercial viability of hydrogen in many transportation application areas can play a significant role 
in hydrogen’s deployment and scaling up.

Roadmap and market outlook for hydrogen technologies in transport

Selected future-oriented statements made by companies, organizations and policymakers give a 
glimpse into a projected future for hydrogen fuel cells in transportation (Figure 49). 
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Figure 49. Hydrogen fuel cell in transportation roadmap, 2020–2050.
Different statements of projections provide an outlook of the future transportation market and 
technological developments.
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Glossary

Patent measures

Filing date: We measured the first filing date in a patent family and plotted the first filing date of 
a family from when the patent was first introduced. We did not use the first or oldest priority date, 
since several of these priority patent applications are never published. In a majority of cases, filing 
date and priority date do not differ. Therefore, filing date typically marks the date when the invention 
was first delivered at the patent office.

Patent applicant: Patents are filed by an applicant, which can be organization or a natural 
person. Applicants are not inventors, even if sometimes they are similar. The applicant is in most 
jurisdictions (except in a few cases, for example, the U.S.) and in most cases published with the 
patent and remains always the applicant. Applicants are often misspelled or incorrectly reproduced 
in patent publications. In addition, the applicant is not automatically, and must never be, similar to 
the owner or the probable owner of a patent at a given time, even if that is often the case. Patents 
can be transferred or sold, or the applicant itself can be sold as a company in a merger or takeover. 
Therefore the “owner” of a patent might change over time and it is not always published. For proper 
analysis, to consolidate incorrect spelling and to include merger and acquisition information in 
the analysis, the report used whenever appropriate the ultimate owner concept by PatentSight for 
higher relevancy. The most probable entity was then named as OWNER.

Patent application: Whenever a patent application is filed in a jurisdiction, including the 
international Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) route administered by WIPO or the European Patent 
Convention route (EP) administered by the European Patent Office (EPO), it is given a filing date. 
The term patent applications must not be confused with applications, as applied innovations are 
often also named applications (e.g., a new innovative wheel for a car is the application of wheel 
technology for the application “road vehicle”).

Patent family: A patent family is a collection of patent applications covering the same or similar 
technical content and all sharing one or more priority documents. There are several definitions of 
patent families, including simple and extended patent families (EPO, n.d.; WIPO, 2013), depending 
on the number of priority documents shared (ranging from one to all priority documents). Patent 
family members are the individual patent rights filed in those jurisdictions where a patent applicant 
is seeking patent protection (e.g., WIPO, EPO) and all publications in relation to these (patent 
publications with kind codes A1, A2, B1, and so on). In the present study, we are counted patent 
families (using a representative patent family member for each patent family), unless otherwise 
specified, as we wanted to count inventions and not several patent documents referring to the same 
subject matter. In accordance to this definition, we use the terms patents, patents filings or patent 
families for inventions (= simple patent family). Only in rare cases we analyze individual or national 
patent filings and indicate these in the text.

Reporting date concept: The reporting date concept used was developed by PatentSight 
and makes it possible to “travel back in time” and analyze the patent landscape as it was in the 
past. Each reporting date is the moment in time at which the evaluation of a patent portfolio or 

Annex
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a patent family was done. The current reporting date shows the state of the world as it is now. 
For any selected reporting date, only patent families that were active on that particular date are 
taken account of for the analysis. Active patent families are defined as all patent families with 
at least one alive member – this can be either a pending patent application or an active granted 
(i.e., in force) patent. Moreover, for any reporting date selected, no information other than what 
was already available at that point in time is considered. The only exception is patent ownership 
information – for any given reporting date, the owner of a patent family is always the current ultimate 
owner, even if the patent family belonged to a different entity in the past. Moreover, in those cases 
where information should have been available at a past date or where data have been corrected, 
information may change retrospectively.

For the correct evaluation of patent portfolios, it is crucial to know the current owner of each patent 
family. This report used the PatentSight standardized applicant field referred to as “ultimate owner,” 
assigning the current owner at a patent family and consolidated level, after manually harmonizing 
and normalizing applicants, reviewing the corporate structure of a company, and considering all 
reassignments, mergers and acquisitions which may lead to a portfolio under the standardized 
applicant/patent owner. 

Foresight indicators

Driven by increased pressure to innovate and a greater need for strategic alignment, it is of great 
importance that companies and policymakers deal with developments in the business environment 
at an early stage to provide orientation knowledge for sound, strategic decisions (Burmeister et al., 
2004; Costanzo and MacKay, 2009; Müller and Müller-Stewens, 2009; Müller-Stewens and Müller, 
2010; Rohrbeck, 2011). 

Courtney (2001) has suggested that in today’s environment, it is necessary to establish strategic 
foresight in order to be competitive in the future. For this purpose, procedures and processes have to 
be implemented in order to identify developments and breaks in trends at an early stage, for example, 
through emergent technologies, new legislation and changing customer needs, in order to shift 
industry boundaries or capture new markets (Ansoff, 1976). Strategic foresight supports companies 
and policymakers in systematically generating new orientation knowledge, knowledge about the 
immediate market environment, as well as the broad socioeconomic, technological, environmental 
and political business environment, in order to gain a better understanding of its future, including a 
concrete idea of the risks the company faces, as well as opportunities that can be exploited. 

Strategic foresight is fundamentally based on the assumptions of trend and future research. Trend 
research is generally understood to mean the identification and interpretation of social, economic, 
technological and cultural developments (Burmeister et al., 2004; Müller and Müller-Stewens, 2009). 
A distinction must be made between a socio-economic and a mathematical understanding of 
trends, that is, the accumulation of events and developments and the mathematical-statistical time 
series (Mićić, 2006). 

In this report, strategic foresight represents a framework construct for fulfilling the task of data and 
indicator driven analysis. Through it, current developments in a business environment are obtained 
so they can be made available to decision-makers. The goal is to accelerate the responsiveness of 
decision-making (Passing, 2017). This approach is based on an analytical understanding and can 
be subdivided into the process steps of observation, analysis and evaluation of new information 
(Müller-Stewens and Müller, 2010). Thus, strategic foresight deals with probable futures that can be 
anticipated exploratively on the basis of early detection of weak signals (Ansoff, 1976; Krystek and 
Müller-Stewens, 2006; Müller-Stewens and Müller, 2010). Within this report we used the following 
foresight indicators:

Commercial viability: Taking current data from research developments, maturity of intellectual 
property and company statements into account, in order to determine when the commercial 
phase of a new technology is likely to be ready for broader application. Commercial viability is 
predicted so as to provide companies, organizations and policymakers with data-driven insights 
for decision-making.
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Customer benefits: Customer benefit is calculated according to sentiments toward technologies. 
If a technology provides several direct advantages for users and customers, and is frequently 
reported as a benefit, the methodology takes this into account and validates it based on future 
buying decisions.

Future drivers: Knowing what will be the future drivers behind technological development helps 
companies develop the right strategic narrative and motives for communicating their activities. 
The STEEP-approach (social, technological, economic, environmental and political) describes 
a framework of macro-environmental factors and gives an overview of the different macro-
environmental factors to be taken into consideration (see, e.g., Johnson and Scholes, 2000). It is a 
strategic tool for understanding market growth or decline, business position, potential and direction 
for operations.

Need for action: Considering innovation as the sum of invention and market penetration, we predict 
the need for action by companies, organizations and policymakers wanting to achieve a competitive 
edge through the introduction of a new technology onto the market. Based on product development 
cycles and investment opportunities into technologies, insights are provided into the need for action 
in three categories: “wait and see,” “analyze” and “act.”

Technology readiness level (TRL): A system used to estimate the maturity of a technology popular 
with corporations and national organizations. The model was initially published by NASA but has 
since been adapted to multiple technological fields in recent years (NASA, 2021b). The TRL is based 
on a scale from 1 to 9, with 9 being the most mature technology. The use of TRLs to assess the 
maturity of a new technology enables consistent, uniform discussions of technical maturity across 
different types of technology (see Figure A1).

Figure A1.
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Patent searches

Fuel cells in transport

Part 1
(Tag=(“SOFC Fuel Cells”, “DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “AMFC Alkaline Membrane 
Fuel Cells”, “PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells”, “MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell”, 
“PEM Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”) AND (CPC=(B60, B62, Y02T 10, Y02T 90/14, 
Y02T 90/16) OR IPC=(B60, B62))) AND (TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel_cell* OR HT_PEM* OR DMFC 
OR DAFC OR FC OR gas diffusion NEAR3 (membran* OR electrode*) OR bipolar NEAR3 plate*) 
OR TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(fuel_cell* OR HT_PEM* OR DMFC OR DAFC OR gas diffusion 
NEAR3 (membran* OR electrode*) OR bipolar NEAR3 plate*)) OR CPC=(B60L 3/0053, B60L 11/1881, 
B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/54, B60L 58/30, B60L 58/40, B60W 10/28, B60W2510/28, 
B60W2710/28, B60Y2400/202, H01M2250/20, Y02T 90/30, Y02T 90/32, Y02T 90/34, Y02T 
90/40, Y10S 903/908) OR IPC=(B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/54, B60L 58/30, B60L 58/40, 
B60W 10/28)

Part 2
((Tag= (“SOFC Fuel Cells”, “DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “AMFC Alkaline Membrane 
Fuel Cells”, “PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells”, “MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell”, 
“PEM Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”) OR CPC=(Y02T 90/30, Y02T 90/40) OR 
TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel_cell* OR HT_PEM* OR DMFC OR DAFC OR FC OR gas diffusion NEAR3 
(membran* OR electrode*) OR bipolar NEAR3 plate*)) AND (CPC=(B60, B60L 50/30, B60L 50/40, 
B60L 50/60, B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/00, B60L 53/10, B60L 53/20, B60L 58/00, B62, 
B66F 9/06, E02F, Y02T 10, Y02T 90/14, Y02T 90/16) OR IPC=(B60, B60L 50/30, B60L 50/40, B60L 
50/60, B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/00, B60L 53/10, B60L 53/20, B60L 58/00, B62, B66F 9/06, 
E02F) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\M1.1.1. Electrical, Solar, Fuel Cell Aircraft”, “EconSight 
Technology Fields\M1.3.4. Electric Vehicles”))) 

Part 3
(Tag= (“SOFC Fuel Cells”, “DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “AMFC Alkaline Membrane 
Fuel Cells”, “PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells”, “MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell”, 
“PEM Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”) OR CPC=(Y02T 90/30, Y02T 90/40)) AND 
(TitleAbstractClaims=(pkw OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR road NEAR3 vehicle* OR personal 
mobility device OR bus OR public transport OR tram OR truck OR omnibus OR car OR cars OR lkw 
OR (lorry OR lorries) NEAR3 vehicle* OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* OR auto_rickshaw* 
OR load SEQ2 transporting OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric 
truck* OR freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR electric 
vehicle* OR BEV OR (only OR battery OR all OR pure) SEQ3 electric NEAR5 (vehicle* OR car OR 
automotiv* OR automobil* OR Road_going OR passenger_vehicle*) OR BEV OR PHEV OR FCEV 
OR transport NEAR3 truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR (construction OR off-road* OR farm) 
NEAR3 vehicle* OR load NEAR3 (transporting OR bearing) NEAR5 (Carriage* OR vehicle*)) OR 
TitleAbstractClaims=(scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 
transporting OR (tow SEQ2 bar) NEAR3 vehicle* OR aircraft NEAR3 (tug* OR tow*) OR trucks OR 
(heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric truck* OR freight vehicle* OR 
vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR crane* OR bulldozer* OR grader* OR 
excavator* OR tractor* OR bagger* OR dredger* OR person* NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 
drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 flying* OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR 
aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger NEAR3 drone* OR evtol OR stol OR 
stovl OR transport NEAR3 truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR aircraft* OR airplane* OR helicopter* 
OR drone* OR air_ship* OR HAPS OR Low_orbit* OR zeppelin* OR satellite* OR person* NEAR4 
drone* OR human* NEAR4 drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 flying* OR 
manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger NEAR3 
drone* OR evtol OR stol OR stovl OR aeroplane*) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(train OR trains OR 
railway* OR railroad* OR tramway* OR tram OR track_bound* OR (track OR tracks OR rail) SEQ2 
vehicle* OR track_side* OR locomotive*) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(ship OR ships OR ship_building* 
OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR water_borne* OR sub_sea OR sub_marine* OR tanker OR 
sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR ship_building* OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR 
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water_borne* OR water_vehicle* OR tanker OR sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR marine) OR 
TitleAbstractClaims=((forklift* OR fork_lift* OR (airport* OR harbour* OR load SEQ2 transporting 
OR tow SEQ2 bar) NEAR3 vehicle* OR aircraft NEAR3 (tug* OR tow*)) OR crane* OR bulldozer* OR 
grader* OR excavator* OR tractor* OR bagger* OR dredger*)) 

Part 4
(Tag= (“SOFC Fuel Cells”, “DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “AMFC Alkaline Membrane 
Fuel Cells”, “PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells”, “MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell”, 
“PEM Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”) AND TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=((pkw 
OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR road NEAR3 vehicle* OR personal mobility device OR bus OR 
public transport OR tram OR truck OR omnibus OR car OR cars OR lkw OR (lorry OR lorries) NEAR3 
vehicle* OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 transporting 
OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric truck* OR freight vehicle* 
OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR electric vehicle* OR BEV OR (only 
OR battery OR all OR pure) SEQ3 electric NEAR5 (vehicle* OR car OR automotiv* OR automobil* 
OR Road_going OR passenger_vehicle*) OR BEV OR PHEV OR FCEV OR transport NEAR3 truck* 
OR buses OR transporter* OR (construction OR off-road* OR farm) NEAR3 vehicle* OR load NEAR3 
(transporting OR bearing) NEAR5 (Carriage* OR vehicle*) OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* 
OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 transporting OR (tow SEQ2 bar) NEAR3 vehicle* OR aircraft 
NEAR3 (tug* OR tow*) OR trucks OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen 
electric truck* OR freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR 
crane* OR bulldozer* OR grader* OR excavator* OR tractor* OR bagger* OR dredger* OR person* 
NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 flying* 
OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger NEAR3 
drone* OR evtol OR stol OR stovl OR transport NEAR3 truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR railway* 
OR railroad* OR tramway* OR tram OR track_bound* OR (track OR tracks OR rail) SEQ2 vehicle* 
OR track_side* OR locomotive* OR aircraft* OR airplane* OR helicopter* OR drone* OR air_ship* 
OR HAPS OR Low_orbit* OR zeppelin* OR satellite* OR person* NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 
drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 flying* OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR 
aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger NEAR3 drone* OR evtol OR stol OR 
stovl OR aeroplane* OR ship OR ships OR ship_building* OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR 
water_borne* OR sub_sea OR sub_marine* OR tanker OR sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR 
ship_building* OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR water_borne* OR water_vehicle* OR tanker OR 
sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR marine) NEAR5 ((fuel_cell*) OR ((hydrogen OR H2) SEQ2 
electric*)))) OR TitleAbstractClaims=((pkw OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR road NEAR3 vehicle* 
OR personal mobility device OR bus OR public transport OR tram OR truck OR omnibus OR car 
OR cars OR lkw OR (lorry OR lorries) NEAR3 vehicle* OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* 
OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 transporting OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* 
OR hydrogen electric truck* OR freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 
vehicle* OR electric vehicle* OR BEV OR (only OR battery OR all OR pure) SEQ3 electric NEAR5 
(vehicle* OR car OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR Road_going OR passenger_vehicle*) OR BEV 
OR PHEV OR FCEV OR transport NEAR3 truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR (construction OR 
off-road* OR farm) NEAR3 vehicle* OR load NEAR3 (transporting OR bearing) NEAR5 (Carriage* OR 
vehicle*) OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR tuk_tuk* OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 transporting 
OR (tow SEQ2 bar) NEAR3 vehicle* OR aircraft NEAR3 (tug* OR tow*) OR trucks OR (heavy_load* 
OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric truck* OR freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* 
OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR crane* OR bulldozer* OR grader* OR excavator* OR 
tractor* OR bagger* OR dredger* OR person* NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 drone* OR people* 
NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 flying* OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR aerauto* OR aerocar* 
OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger NEAR3 drone* OR evtol OR stol OR stovl OR transport NEAR3 
truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR railway* OR railroad* OR tramway* OR tram OR track_bound* 
OR (track OR tracks OR rail) SEQ2 vehicle* OR track_side* OR locomotive* OR aircraft* OR airplane* 
OR helicopter* OR drone* OR air_ship* OR HAPS OR Low_orbit* OR zeppelin* OR satellite* OR 
person* NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR personal* NEAR4 
flying* OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR vtol OR passenger 
NEAR3 drone* OR evtol OR stol OR stovl OR aeroplane* OR ship OR ships OR ship_building* OR 
marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR water_borne* OR sub_sea OR sub_marine* OR tanker OR sea 
transport* OR boat OR shipping OR ship_building* OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR water_
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borne* OR water_vehicle* OR tanker OR sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR marine) NEAR5 
((fuel_cell*) OR ((hydrogen OR H2) SEQ2 electric*))) 

Part 1 or 2 or 3 or 4  -> “Fuel Cells in Transport, Precleaned”

Cleaning step for Parts 1–4, including NOT/NOT Loop -> “WIPO FC Study\
FCTransport All (Cleaned)”

Tag=(“Fuel Cells in Transport, Precleaned”) AND NOT ((TitleAbstractClaims=((diesel* OR gasoline*) 
NEAR3 (vehicle* OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR truck*)) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\
WIPO Technology fields\1WIPO_Pharmaceuticals”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.3.1. Energy 
Efficient Home Appliances”, “EconSight Technology Fields\6P.3.6. Diesel Fuel, Engines”, “EconSight 
Technology Fields\C10.1.7. HVAC, Air conditioning”, “EconSight Technology Fields\M1.2.5. Exhaust 
Catalyst”, “EconSight Technology Fields\M1.3.5. Hybrid Vehicles”) OR CPC=(H01M2250/10, 
H01M2250/30, Y02B 90/10, Y02E 60/32, Y02E 60/34, Y02E 60/36) OR IPC=()) AND NOT (IPC=(B60L 
50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/54, B60L 58/30, B60L 58/40, B60W 10/28, H01M 8/22) OR CPC=(B60L 
3/0053, B60L 11/1881, B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/54, B60L 58/30, B60L 58/40, B60W 10/28, 
B60W2510/28, B60W2710/28, B60Y2400/202, H01M 8/22, H01M2250/20, Y02E 60/50, Y02T 90/14, 
Y02T 90/32, Y02T 90/34, Y10S 903/908) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel_cell* OR HT_PEM* OR DMFC 
OR DAFC OR sofc OR pafc OR amfc OR fcbev OR fcev))) 

Fuel cells in road vehicles

(Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(pkw OR 
automotiv* OR automobil* OR road NEAR3 vehicle* OR personal mobility device OR bus OR public 
transport OR tram OR truck OR omnibus OR car OR cars OR lkw OR (lorry OR lorries) NEAR3 
vehicle* OR scooter* OR motor_cycle* OR moped* OR tuk_tuk* OR auto_rickshaw* OR load SEQ2 
transporting OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric truck* OR 
freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR electric vehicle* 
OR BEV OR (only OR battery OR all OR pure) SEQ3 electric NEAR5 (vehicle* OR car OR automotiv* 
OR automobil* OR Road_going OR passenger_vehicle*) OR BEV OR PHEV OR FCEV OR transport 
NEAR3 truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR (construction OR off-road* OR farm) NEAR3 vehicle* 
OR load NEAR3 (transporting OR bearing) NEAR5 (Carriage* OR vehicle*)) OR Tag=(“EconSight 
Technology Fields\M1.3.4.2 Electric Road Vehicles, BEV”) OR IPC=(B62) OR CPC=(B60Y2200/10, 
B62, G01R 31/006, G05D2201/0213, Y02T 10) OR CPC=(B60W2510/28, B60W2710/28, Y02T 90/14, 
Y02T 90/34))) 

Fuel cells in trucks (subsegment of road)

(Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(bus OR 
public transport OR truck OR omnibus OR lkw OR (lorry OR lorries) NEAR3 vehicle* OR load SEQ2 
transporting OR (heavy_load* OR long_range*) NEAR3 vehicle* OR hydrogen electric truck* OR 
freight vehicle* OR vehicle_train* OR (commercial OR utility) NEAR3 vehicle* OR transport NEAR3 
truck* OR buses OR transporter* OR load NEAR3 (transporting OR bearing) NEAR5 (Carriage* 
OR vehicle*)))

Fuel cells in air transport/drones/cosmonautics

Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(aircr
aft* OR airplane* OR helicopter* OR drone* OR air_ship* OR HAPS OR Low_orbit* OR zeppelin* 
OR satellite* OR person* NEAR4 drone* OR human* NEAR4 drone* OR people* NEAR4 drone* OR 
personal* NEAR4 flying* OR manned* NEAR4 aerial* OR aerauto* OR aerocar* OR aero_taxi* OR 
vtol OR passenger NEAR3 drone* OR evtol OR stol OR stovl OR aeroplane*) OR Tag=(“EconSight 
Technology Fields\M1.1.1. Electrical, Solar, Fuel Cell Aircraft”, “EconSight Technology Fields\
M1.1.2. Aircraft, Aerospace, Helicopter, Vtol”, “EconSight Technology Fields\M1.1.4. Cosmonautics”, 
“EconSight Technology Fields\M1.1.5. Drone, AGV, UAV”, “EconSight Technology Fields\M1.1.6. 
VTOL PAV Personal Manned Aerial Vehicle”) OR IPC=(B64) OR CPC=(B60G2300/18, B60Y2200/50, 
B64, Y02T 50))
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Fuel cells in railways, tramways

Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=((
(train OR trains) AND (rail* OR track*)) OR railway* OR railroad* OR tramway* OR tram 
OR track_bound* OR (track OR tracks OR rail) SEQ2 vehicle* OR track_side* OR locomotive*) 
OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\M1.3.7. Railroad & Tramway”) OR IPC=(B61) OR 
CPC=(B60Y2200/30, B61, Y02T 30, Y10S 104, Y10S 505/902, Y10T 137/6866)) AND NOT 
(TitleAbstractClaims=(railway crossing OR power train*) AND NOT (TitleAbstractClaims=(train OR 
trains OR railway* OR railroad* OR tramway* OR tram OR track_bound* OR (track OR tracks OR rail) 
SEQ2 vehicle* OR track_side* OR locomotive*))) 

Fuel cells in ships

((Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(ship 
OR ships OR ship_building* OR marine OR maritim OR ocean* OR water_borne* OR sub_sea OR 
sub_marine* OR tanker OR sea transport* OR boat OR shipping OR ship_building* OR marine OR 
maritim OR ocean* OR water_borne* OR water_vehicle* OR tanker OR sea transport* OR boat OR 
shipping OR marine) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\M1.5.4. Ships, Maritim Waterways & 
Offshore») OR IPC=(B63) OR CPC=(B63, Y02T 70, Y02T 90/38, Y02T 90/46)) OR CPC=(Y02T 90/38, 
Y02T 90/46))) 

Fuel cells in special vehicles

Tag=(“WIPO FC Study\FCTransport All (Cleaned)”) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=((forkli
ft* OR fork_lift* OR (airport* OR harbour* OR load SEQ2 transporting OR tow SEQ2 bar) NEAR3 
vehicle* OR aircraft NEAR3 (tug* OR tow*)) OR crane* OR bulldozer* OR grader* OR excavator* OR 
tractor* OR bagger* OR dredger*) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\6P.3.25. Fork-Lift, Airport 
Tugs, Harbour Vehicle”, “EconSight Technology Fields\6P.3.8. Heavy Equipment, Drilling, Mining, 
Special Transport”) OR IPC=(B66F 9/06, E02F) OR CPC=(B66F 9/06, B66F 17/003, E02F))

Fuel cells, broad

(((TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel* SEQ2 cell* OR fuel_cell* OR bipolar NEAR3 plate*) OR IPC=(B60W 
10/28, H01M 4/86, H01M 4/88, H01M 4/90, H01M 8/00, H01M 8/02, H01M 8/04, H01M 8/06, 
H01M 8/08, H01M 8/10, H01M 8/12, H01M 8/14, H01M 8/16, H01M 8/18, H01M 8/20, H01M 8/22, 
H01M 8/24) OR CPC=(B32B2457/18, B60K 6/32, B60L 3/0053, B60L 11/1881, B60L 50/70, B60L 
50/71, B60L 50/72, B60L 50/75, B60L 53/54, B60L 58/30, B60L 58/40, B60L2230/28, B60W 
10/28, B60W2510/28, B60W2710/28, B60Y2400/202, B63H2021/003, B64D2041/005, B64G 1/423, 
B65H2801/72, C01B2203/066, C10L2270/06, F01N2240/32, F17C2270/0184, F17C2270/0763, 
F24D2200/19, F24H2240/10, F28D2021/0043, G05B2219/2668, H01J 3/388, H01M 4/86, H01M 
4/88, H01M 4/90, H01M 8, H01M 8/00, H01M 8/02, H01M 8/04, H01M 8/06, H01M 8/0618, H01M 
8/08, H01M 8/083, H01M 8/086, H01M 8/10, H01M 8/1011, H01M 8/1018, H01M 8/1023, H01M 
8/1025, H01M 8/1027, H01M 8/103, H01M 8/1032, H01M 8/1034, H01M 8/1037, H01M 8/1039, H01M 
8/1041, H01M 8/1058, H01M 8/1065, H01M 8/1067, H01M 8/1069, H01M 8/12, H01M 8/1246, H01M 
8/1253, H01M 8/14, H01M 8/16, H01M 8/18, H01M 8/20, H01M 8/22, H01M 8/24, H01M 8/241, H01M 
8/2425, H01M 12/04, H01M 12/08, H01M 16/003, H01M2008, H01M2008/128, H01M2008/1293, 
H01M2008/147, H01M2250, H02J 3/387, H02J2001/004, Y02B 90/10, Y02E 60/50, Y02E 60/521, 
Y02E 60/523, Y02E 60/525, Y02E 60/526, Y02E 70/20, Y02P 70/56, Y02P 90/40, Y02T 90/30, Y02T 
90/32, Y02T 90/34, Y02T 90/38, Y02T 90/40, Y02T 90/46, Y02W 30/86, Y10S 429/90, Y10S 429/901, 
Y10S 903/908, Y10S 903/944) OR FTerm=(2F129/DD50, 3D202/BB49, 3D202/EE06, 3D203/AA34, 
3D203/DB11, 3D235/CC22, 3L211/AA13, 4G069/CC32, 4G169/CC32, 4H060/GG02, 5G003/AA05, 
5G503/AA05, 5H017/AA10, 5H018/AA01, 5H026, 5H027, 5H115/PI18, 5H125/AC07, 5H125/BD01, 
5H125/EE32, 5H125/FF08)) OR TechnologyClusters=(“Electronics > Electric power > Cell stack > 
Bipolar plate”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel battery > Acceptable electrochemical reaction”, 
“Electronics > Electric power > Fuel battery > Hydrogen fuel”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel 
battery > Portable disposable fuel-battery”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel supply > Air supply”, 
“Electronics > Electric power > Fuel supply > Condensation capacity”, “Electronics > Electric 
power > Fuel supply > Fuel cartridge”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel supply > Fuel tank”, 
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“Electronics > Electric power > Fuel supply > Oxide fuel cell”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel 
supply > Reformer”, “Electronics > Electric power > Fuel supply > Reforming”, “Machines > Engines 
> Reforming > Fuel cell fc”, “Physics > Chemical processing > Reformer > Fuel cell”, “Transportation 
> Automotive > Fuel supply > Hydrogen”, “Transportation > Automotive > Spoiler > Fuel cell 
stack”)) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.13. SOFC Fuel Cells”, “EconSight Technology 
Fields\2E.4.14. DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.15. 
AMFC Alkaline Membrane Fuel Cells”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.16. PAFC Phosphoric Acid 
Fuel Cells”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.17. MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “EconSight 
Technology Fields\2E.4.7. PEM Fuel Cells”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.9. Fuel Cell 
Manufacturing, Stacking”)) OR (IPC=(B60L 50/60, B60L 50/70, B60L 50/75, H01M, H01M 4/137) OR 
CPC=(H01M, H01M 4/137, H01M 4/242)) AND TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel NEAR3 cell* OR Fuel_cell*)

Polymer electrolyte (or proton exchange) membrane (PEM)/anion exchange 
membrane (AEM) fuel cells

((IPC=(H01M 8/1018, H01M 8/1023, H01M 8/1025, H01M 8/1027, H01M 8/103, H01M 8/1032, H01M 
8/1034, H01M 8/1037, H01M 8/1039, H01M 8/1041, H01M 8/1058, H01M 8/1065, H01M 8/1067, 
H01M 8/1069) OR CPC=(H01M 8/1018, H01M 8/1023, H01M 8/1025, H01M 8/1027, H01M 8/103, 
H01M 8/1032, H01M 8/1034, H01M 8/1037, H01M 8/1039, H01M 8/1041, H01M 8/1058, H01M 
8/1065, H01M 8/1067, H01M 8/1069, H01M2008/1095, Y02E 60/521)) AND Tag=(“Fuel Cell, broad”) 
OR ((CPC=(H01M 8/10) OR IPC=(H01M 8/10) OR FTerm=(5H026/AA06, 5H126/BB06)) AND TitleAb
stractClaimsDescription=((((anion OR Proton) NEAR2 (conduct* OR exchange) NEAR2 Membrane) 
NEAR5 (polymer* OR MEA OR AEM) OR PEM OR HT_PEM OR NT_PEM OR LT_PEM OR MEA OR 
AEM OR (polymer NEAR2 electrolyt*)) NEAR9 (fuel_cell? OR FC OR stack) OR PEMFC OR DMFC 
OR (Methanol NEAR3 Fuel Cell*)))) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(((anion OR Proton) NEAR2 (conduct* 
OR exchange) NEAR2 Membrane) NEAR5 (polymer* OR MEA OR AEM) OR (PEM OR HT_PEM 
OR LT_PEM OR NT_PEM OR (polymer NEAR2 electrolyt*)) NEAR3 (fuel_cell? OR stack OR MEA) 
OR PEMFC)

Direct methanol (DM)/direct ammonia (DA)/reformer fuel cells

(((IPC=(H01M 8/06) OR CPC=(H01M 8/06)) AND TitleAbstractClaims=(DMFC OR DAFC OR (reform* 
OR Direct OR FC OR Fuel Cell OR autothermal) NEAR3 (methanol* OR ethanol* OR alcohol* OR 
ammonia OR nh3))) OR IPC=(H01M 8/1011) OR CPC=(H01M 8/0618, H01M 8/1011, Y02E 60/523)) OR 
(Tag=(“ Fuel Cell, broad “, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”) AND TitleAbstractClaims=(DMFC OR 
DAFC OR (reform* OR Direct OR FC OR Fuel Cell OR autothermal) NEAR3 (methanol* OR ethanol* 
OR alcohol* OR ammonia OR nh3) OR ((iquid NEAR3 (ammonia OR nh3)) OR methanol* OR ethanol* 
OR alcohol*) NEAR9 (fuel cell* OR reform* OR autothermal*))) 

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)

(TitleAbstractClaims=((SOFC OR solide SEQ2 oxid* OR ((zro2 OR y2o3 OR ceo2 OR la2o3 OR mgo 
OR tio2 OR solid* OR ceramic* OR cermet* OR chromit* OR Ni_YSZ* OR yttria OR titanium_oxid* 
OR magnesium_oxid* OR cerium_oxid* OR zirconia* OR oxide) NEAR3 (membran* OR anode*)) 
NEAR5 (fuel_cell OR FC))) OR CPCOriginal=(H01M 8/1206, H01M 8/1213, H01M 8/1231, H01M 
8/1233, H01M 8/124, H01M 8/1246, H01M 8/1253, H01M 8/1286, H01M 8/2415, H01M 8/2418, 
H01M 8/242, H01M 8/2425, H01M 8/2428, H01M 8/243, H01M 8/2432, H01M 8/2435, H01M 8/244, 
H01M2008/128, H01M2008/1293) OR ((CPC=(H01M 8/10) OR IPC=(H01M 8/10) OR FTerm=(5H026/
AA06, 5H126/BB06)) AND TitleAbstractClaims=((SOFC OR solide SEQ2 oxid* OR ((zro2 OR y2o3 
OR ceo2 OR la2o3 OR mgo OR tio2 OR solid* OR ceramic* OR cermet* OR chromit* OR Ni_YSZ* 
OR yttria OR titanium_oxid* OR magnesium_oxid* OR cerium_oxid* OR zirconia* OR oxide) NEAR3 
(membran* OR anode*)) NEAR7 (fuel_cell OR FC))))) 

Alkali membrane fuel cells (AMFCs)

((TitleAbstractClaims=((alkali* OR KOH OR NaOh) NEAR3 Fuel_Cell* OR (alkali* OR KOH OR NaOh) 
NEAR5 membran* OR (conduct* NEAR3 (alkali* OR hydroxyl* OR OH-) NEAR3 (ion OR ions)) NEAR5 
membran* OR AMFC OR Alkaline Membrane Fuel Cell* OR Alkaline Polymer Electrolyte Membrane 
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Fuel Cell*) OR CPC=(H01M2300/0002, H01M2300/0014)) AND Tag=(“ Fuel Cell, broad “) OR 
IPC=(H01M 8/083) OR CPC=(H01M 8/083)) AND NOT (Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.6. 
Lithium Batteries”, “EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.6.1. Lithium Iron Phosphate Cathode/
Batteries”) OR TitleAbstractClaims=((secondary* OR rechargeable* OR redox_flow*) NEAR3 (battery 
OR batteries OR accumulator*) OR electrolysis NEAR3 (alkali* OR chlor_alkali* OR cell*))) 

Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs) 

((TitleAbstractClaims=((phosphoric_acid* OR h3po4 OR phoshor* NEAR3 acid* OR (teflon* OR ptfe) 
NEAR3 membran*)) OR CPC=(H01M2300/0005, H01M2300/0008)) AND Tag=(“ Fuel Cell, broad “) 
OR IPC=(H01M 8/086) OR CPC=(H01M 8/086) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(phosphoric acid fuel cell*)) 
AND NOT (Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.6. Lithium Batteries”, “EconSight Technology 
Fields\2E.4.6.1. Lithium Iron Phosphate Cathode/Batteries”) OR TitleAbstractClaims=((secondary* 
OR rechargeable* OR redox_flow* OR liquid flow) NEAR3 (battery OR batteries OR accumulator*)))

Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) 

((TitleAbstractClaims=((molten OR melt*) NEAR3 carbonat* OR MCFC OR ((lithium OR potassium 
OR sodium) NEAR3 carbonat*) NEAR5 (elektrolyt* OR fuel_cell*)) AND Tag=(“ Fuel Cell, broad “) 
OR CPC=(H01M2008/147, H01M2300/0048, H01M2300/0051)) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(((molten 
OR melt*) NEAR3 carbonat* OR MCFC OR (lithium OR potassium OR sodium) NEAR3 carbonat*) 
NEAR5 (fuel_Cell*))) AND NOT (Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.6. Lithium Batteries”, 
“EconSight Technology Fields\2E.4.6.1. Lithium Iron Phosphate Cathode/Batteries”) OR TitleAbs
tractClaims=((secondary* OR rechargeable* OR redox_flow* OR liquid flow) NEAR3 (battery OR 
batteries OR accumulator*)))

Fuel cell manufacturing, stacking

(TitleAbstractClaims=(fuel_Cell* NEAR3 (stack OR stacks OR stacking OR manufactur*)) OR 
(IPC=(H01M 8/00, H01M 8/02, H01M 8/04, H01M 8/06, H01M 8/08, H01M 8/10, H01M 8/12, H01M 
8/14, H01M 8/20, H01M 8/22, H01M 8/24) OR CPC=(B65H2801/72, H01M 8/00, H01M 8/02, H01M 
8/04, H01M 8/06, H01M 8/08, H01M 8/10, H01M 8/12, H01M 8/14, H01M 8/22, H01M 8/24, Y02E 
60/50) OR FTerm=(5H026, 5H027))) AND (TitleAbstractClaimsDescription=(process* OR manufactur* 
OR production* OR producing) OR Description=((stacking OR stack) NEAR3 (process* OR 
manufactur* OR production* OR producing)) OR CPCOriginal=(H01M 8, H01M 8/00, Y02P 70/56))

Fuel cell recycling

(Tag=(“SOFC Fuel Cells”, “DMFC, DAFC, Direct or Reforming Fuel Cell”, “AMFC Alkaline Membrane 
Fuel Cells”, “PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells”, “MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell, 
broad”, “PEM Fuel Cells”, “Fuel Cell Manufacturing, Stacking”, “Fuel Cells in Transport”) AND 
(Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\E8.3.3. Recycling and Reuse”, “EconSight Technology Fields\
E8.3.6. Plastic, Glass, Paper, Electronics & Consumer Waste Recycling”) OR CPC=(Y02W 30/84, 
Y02W 30/86) OR TitleAbstractClaims=(((upcycl* OR Recycl* OR recover*) NEAR3 (fuel SEQ2 cell* OR 
bipolar SEQ2 plate* OR gas diffusion electrode*)) AND (shred* OR brake* OR crush* OR demantle* 
OR dismantle* OR leach* OR ((metal* OR catalyst* OR noble* OR valuable*) NEAR3 extract*)))) OR 
CPC=(Y02W 30/86))

Electric vehicles

Part 1
(CPC=(B60H 1/00392, B60L, B60L 11, B60L 50, B60Y2200/91, F16H2200/0021, Y02T 10/64, Y02T 
10/70, Y02T 10/7038, Y02T 10/7072, Y02T 10/72, Y02T 90/10, Y02T 90/34) OR FTerm=(2F129/DD49, 
2G014/AB23, 2G014/AB35, 2G036/BA10, 3D032/GG15, 3D131/BB02, 3D203/AA31, 3D203/AA34, 
3D241/CA08, 3D246/AA08, 3D333/CB09, 3D333/CB10, 3J063/AA04, 3J067/GA16, 3L211/AA11, 
3L211/AA13, 5E123/AA23, 5G503/FA06, 5H040/AS07, 5H043/AA13, 5H127/FF, 5H501/AA01, 5H505/
AA19, 5H550/AA01, 5H560/AA08, 5H570/AA01, 5H576/AA01, 5H770/BA02) OR IPC=(B60L 11, B60L 
11/16, B60L 11/18, B60L 50/70, B60L 50/71, B60L 50/72, B60L 53/16, B60L 53/18, B60L 58/00))
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Part2
(TechnologyClusters=(“Electronics > Electric power > Energy storage > Electric vehicle”, 
“Information > Administration > Reservation > Electric vehicle charging”, “Transportation > 
Automotive > Electric vehicle”, “Transportation > Automotive > Fuel cell vehicle”, “Transportation 
> Automotive > Lifting > Electrically-powered autonomous vehicle”, “Transportation > Cycles > 
Electric bicycle”, “Transportation > Cycles > Electric vehicle”, “Transportation > Cycles > Vehicle 
> Electric balance car”) OR (((IPC=(B60L, B60L 50, B60R 16, B60W, B62D) OR CPC=(B60, 
B60G2300/50, B60L, B60L 50, B60R 16, B60W, B60Y2200/90, B62D, H02J2310/48, Y02T 10, 
Y02T 10/62, Y02T 90/169, Y04S 10/126, Y04S 30/10) OR Tag=(“EconSight Technology Fields\
M1.2.1. Battery Charger for Road Vehicles”,)) AND TitleAbstractClaims=(((only OR battery OR all 
OR pure) SEQ3 electric NEAR5 (vehicle* OR car OR automotiv* OR automobil* OR Road_going OR 
passenger_vehicle*) OR BEV OR PHEV OR FCEV))))) 

Part 1 or 2 = Electric Vehicles
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